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Power Plant Accidents 
By 
Jesse E. Smith 
This study investigated the feasibility of developing a rule-based expert system to 
support nuclear plant operators in the mitigation of accidents. Human error in the use of 
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) was the problem to be addressed. The goal was 
to determine if the Nuclear Plant Information System (NPIS) at one specific power plant 
would support development of an EOP operator aid to reduce the number of human 
errors. 
A review of the literature confirmed that human error is a recurring problem. This 
is particularly evident during high stress situations, such as accidents. A rule-based 
operator aid can reduce human performance errors. This made the research significant 
enough to justifY its undertaking. Previous studies have developed rule-based operator 
aids for new plant design, but ignored nuclear plants constructed before the availability of 
computers. 
The data required for performance of each Emergency Operating Procedure step 
was identified. Individual step data requirements were compared to data presently 
available from the Nuclear Plant Information System. For needed data not directly 
available, alternative parameters were selected where possible. The alternative 
parameters provide the same plant information to the operator as that described in the 
Emergency Operating Procedure step. Parameters that cannot be monitored directly or by 
an alternative method are identified. This was documented in an EOP data matrix. 
Using the EOPs, a set of rules was developed for a 1O,OOO-gpm large break loss of 
coolant accident (LBLOCA). A plant specific simulator scenario for a LBLOCA was 
conducted. Data collection was performed during this scenario. A comparison of the 
collected data to the EOP rules determined all required information is not available. This 
was documented in an EOP rules matrix. A separate matrix compiled all parameters not 
directly on NPIS and without an acceptable alternative. The effect of each missing 
parameter on the mitigation strategy is documented. 
An EOP expert performed an independent verification ofthe rules matrix. This 
verifies correctness of the rules and the required data. A NPIS database expert performed 
an additional independent verification of unavailable NPIS data. This verified that the 
matrix data identified as unavailable from NPIS was correct. 
The study resulted in a set of recommendations for improving plant process 
computers, EOP procedures, and EOP development techniques. This approach may be 
used in other nuclear plants. Additional research avenues were identified. 
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Statement of the Problem 
Chapter 1 
Introdu.ction 
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) are a tool for use by nuclear power plant 
operators in responding to emergency transients. This guidance provides a systematic 
approach for diagnosis and recovery from a number of events determined to be 
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significant risk contributors. The operator examines plant symptoms and is directed to the 
appropriate procedure to address these symptoms. These symptom-based strategies are 
derived from the emergency operations concepts of: 
«I Optimal Recovery - Radiation release and equipment damage can be minimized by 
associating emergency transient symptoms with a predefined plant condition and 
implementing an associated event-related recovery strategy. The goal is to achieve a 
state in which the plant is stable with equipment in long-term alignments. 
«I Critical Safety Function Restoration - Radiation release to the environment can be 
minimized if the barriers to this release are protected. The barriers are the fuel clad, 
reactor coolant system, and the containment building (Westinghouse, 1997). 
There are forty-four procedures in the set ofEOPs for a Westinghouse Pressurized Water 
Reactor (PWR). Each procedure ranges in length from three to one hundred and seventy 
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pages. Rules of usage require the Supervising Operator to read each step of the procedure 
aloud and direct the actions of two subordinate control board operators. The actions 
include monitoring analog gages, monitoring digital indications, positioning valves, and 
starting equipment. Specific accident parameters can drive the control room crew to 
perform hundreds of steps while transitioning through many procedures. Reporting the 
status of each step to the Supervising Operator is performed verbally by the control board 
operators. During this reporting the plant continues to provide annunciations, alarms, 
lights, and indications. 
The performance of human operators is quite unpredictable and non-deterministic, 
especially in abnormal situations (Kim, 1997). The process ofthe Supervising Operator 
manually directing the control room crew through the EOPs is time consuming and 
introduces a point for human error. Errors are possible when monitoring and reporting 
parameters. These can 1) increase the time required to mitigate time-dependent accidents, 
2) lead to incorrect accident diagnosis and procedure performance, and 3) negatively 
impact the health and safety of the public. Human performance can be improved with 
timely access to relevant information combined with the functionality of the computer. 
The goal of this dissertation was to determine whether it is feasible to develop a rule-
based EOP aid for the operator. This provides an additional method for reducing errors 
in the mitigation strategy. The dissertation does not suggest a design, only a 
methodology. It only determines if the Nuclear Plant Information System (NPIS) 
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monitors enough parameters to support performance of all EOP steps electronically. This 
was validated by the development of a subset ofEOP rules for comparison to dynamic 
NPIS parameters. When the existing system did not support EOP performance, additional 
monitoring parameters were identified. The additional monitoring parameters were 
selected from those NPIS points that provide the same plant information to the operator. 
Instruments not required to meet as stringent design, qualification, and display 
requirements as those referenced in the EOPs usually generated these points. 
Relevance, significance or need for the study 
A nuclear power plant can have over a thousand distinct alarms, and hundreds of them 
can be activated within a minute, as in a loss of coolant accident. Operators may overlook 
relevant information, respond too slowly, panic when the rate of flow of information is 
too high, and form incorrect mental models (Dvorak, 1989). 
Choi, Chang, and Lee (1998) note that when a nuclear power plant is in an emergency 
state, most operators have felt a physical and information overload. The automation of 
emergency operations can give a greater safety and operational margin during post-
accident operations. Current procedures place a significant strain on operators trying to 
apply them to different situations. An expert system can overcome these problems. 
During an accident situation, a key element ofEOP use is the protection of the health and 
safety of the public. This is accomplished by the protection of the release barriers 
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consisting of the 1) fuel clad, 2) reactor coolant system, and 3) containment. System 
response time is controlled by design and testing. An EOP operator aid would reduce 
operator response time, which is important in certain time-dependent mitigation 
strategies. It will provide an additional barrier to human error. This improves the ability 
to protect the release barriers and the public. Laughery, Plott, Engh, and Scott-Nash 
(1996) noted that the time a critical task is delayed could impact the probability ofa 
serious plant problem occurring. The delay can be based on procedure usage or staff size. 
Human actions playa key role in causing and mitigating accidents. Experiments were 
conducted in a plant simulator using 10 different operating crews. The most dominant 
cause of errors was lack of clarity and usability of the EOPs (Singh, 1990). 
Langley and Simon (1995) contend that expert performance requires much domain-
specific knowledge. Rule-based systems can reduce the workload on the experts. Use of 
these systems with experienced technicians has reduced errors and increased revenues. 
Wreathall and Reason (1992) state that human error has been a leading contributor to 
accidents and other abnormal occurrences in nuclear power plant operations. The 
framework of an accident is the organizational process that allows an error-producing 
condition to lead to an unsafe act that produces the accident. Defenses to these acts can 
include hardware or software controls. 
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Sutton and Parkins (1991) argue that as emergency scenarios arise it is essential for 
operators not to be overloaded with irrelevant information. Typical control room alarms 
are produced based their monitored parameter reaching a set point. Prioritizing 
information is necessary to ensure that the workload of the operator is not unduly 
increased. Priority of monitoring can be controlled by an expert system. 
Our ability to digest and interpret data has failed to keep pace with our ability to generate 
and manipulate greater amounts of data (Woods, 1993). New systems should not add 
additional tasks or memory demands to the operator. They would only supply new types 
of representations ofthe task domain to support human problem solving. A design goal in 
this dissertation was to ensure additional tasks or memory demands were not added. 
Johansson, Kallak, Pettersen, and Ressem (1997) described the improvement of 
workflow processes using an expert system. The computer is a very good tool for 
controlling and measuring work. It can ensure the correct sequence and execution of the 
process. Rules developed for this dissertation follow the sequence of the EOP steps. This 
ensures the correct sequence and execution of the mitigation strategy. 
Horiguchi and Fukawa (1998) acknowledge the importance of ensuring nuclear power 
plant safety. In order to achieve plant safety, a more detailed monitoring methodology 
than conventional instrumentation will be necessary. This could inform the operators of 
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the cause of the abnormality in the early stages of failure. A rule-based expert system will 
provide a more detailed monitoring method. 
During accidents safety depends on the intelligent implementation of the operating 
procedures (Dien, 1992). Operators see procedures as a necessary tool for plant 
operation. Procedure adherence is strictly enforced during accident situations. The 
procedure designers are always trying to improve procedure shortcomings and fill any 
technical gaps. An expert system can help the operator apply the procedures intelligently. 
Wu and Yoshikawa (1998) note that safety and reliability are the most important 
objectives in a nuclear power plant. Monitoring, diagnosing, and operation in a nuclear 
power plant are the work ofthe operator. A computerized model of operator behaviors of 
monitoring and diagnosing was developed. Expert systems can focus this monitoring and 
diagnosing effort to problem areas. Engineering has enhanced the reliability of the 
machinery system but there is much work to do in the efforts of human factors. 
Lee, Oh, Lee, Lee and Sim (1997) describe human factors research performed by the 
Korean Research Institute. Human error is shown to be an important factor for 
operational safety at a nuclear power plant. This dissertation reviewed advanced control 
room designs to find common features. These included intelligent operating support 
systems and information multiplicity. Both concepts are supported by the development of 
an expert system. 
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Embrechts and Benedek (1997) describe the importance of proper and timely recognition 
of nuclear power plant malfunctions. A neural network trained with 20 labeled cases was 
evaluated in its ability to identify transients. It was satisfactory for labeled results but did 
not recognize unlabeled transients. This indicates a need for a human operator. The 
expert system cannot take the place ofthe operator but can be used to support the 
operator in identifying unlabeled transients. 
Cugola, Nitto, and Fuggetta (1996) state that a human-centered system is one in which 
humans, supported by computerized aids, playa key role. The goal is to facilitate humans 
and increase their effectiveness. Large amounts of information are stored and managed 
by the computer. The human ensures the high quality results. A rule-based system can 
support execution of human processes. 
Spence (1995) provides an overview ofthe role of the symptom based emergency 
response guidelines. Operators respond to symptoms and monitor parameters vital to the 
safe operation of the plant. The instrument indications available determine the best 
recovery actions. These procedures provide the bases for the computer-based expert 
system. 
The principal user activity, in complex systems, is operating system controls while 
concurrently monitoring system state. Preventing errors in high-performance human-
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system interfaces is critical. It is essential to develop computer systems to accommodate 
the changing skill, experience, and needs of different operators (Hefley, 1993). 
Converse, Perez, Clay, and Meyer (1992) note that while many factors contribute to 
unsafe conditions in a nuclear power plant, the most commonly cited cause of events in 
the United States is plant operating procedures. An EOP operator aid may reduce the 
complexity of procedure usage. Digital technology has the potential of reducing cognitive 
workload by presenting information in formats that can facilitate operator assessment of 
the plant state (Desaulniers, 1997). 
One view of humans in the safety of nuclear power generation is that they are the source 
of errors. It is essential to reduce the negative side of humans while enhancing the 
positive side. Tools should be provided that enable operators to achieve their normal 
performance even under the stress of an emergency (Kawano, 1997). 
Beroggi and Wallace (1994) state that large-scale operations involving technical hazards 
are typically managed by well-formulated predetermined procedures. Humans are an 
integral part of managing large-scale operations and require decision support. Real time 
events are occurrences that may force a change in the present course of action. 
Technology is now available to monitor and control real time events. The rules 
developed in this dissertation are based on predetermined mitigation strategies. Plant 
computer systems do perform real time monitoring of parameters. This can support 
operator decisions. 
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The potential for error is latent within any man-machine system. Designers must strive to 
identifY and protect systems against those risks that are thought to pose the greatest threat 
to safety (Johnson, 1993). A rule-based operator aid provides another barrier to human 
error. It informs the operator of misaligned equipment and safety challenging parameters. 
Nuclear power plants provide approximately 20% of the United States electrical power. 
Many areas have little reserve capacity. The loss of a power plant from the electrical 
supply grid can create a financial burden on the utility and loss of power to customers. 
Every trip of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) requires entry into the EOP network. If 
the problem is minor then the diagnostics determine this and the plant can return to the 
grid. An EOP operator aid could save time and prevent human errors during this process. 
Computer based operator support systems can increase both the safety and availability of 
a nuclear power plant (Pymm, 1995). 
Human error during procedure usage has been a significant problem in the nuclear power 
industry. This dissertation significantly advances knowledge and improves procedure 
usage by providing an alternate method of step verification. The methodology developed 
in this dissertation reduces procedure performance time and improves plant safety. This 
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work will reduce cognitive workload on the operator, which will reduce human error. It 
provides a method generalizable to other power plants. 
Barriers and Issues 
Nuclear plant information systems are a recent design feature at older nuclear power 
plants. A diverse combination of plant equipment with variations in age and basic 
technology can pose problems for expert system design. The researcher designed a rule-
based system that is plant specific. While the design approach is generalizable, a specific 
expert system that works well on one plant would require substantial revision to allow it 
to work at another plant (Beck, 1991). 
The nuclear plant information system monitors over 8,000 individual points. All plant 
parameters are not available on the system. An expert system may require more 
information than is presently available (Beck, 1991). The researcher determined what 
EOP related parameters are monitored. 
The control and monitoring of nuclear reactors has traditionally been a human function 
only. Industry standards emphasize the role of the operator. Computers are regarded as an 
enhancement. The expert system should not add to the cognitive load of the operator. It 
should supply only the necessary information to perform the task (Pirus, 1997). 
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The set ofEOPs is a large document. There are 44 separate procedures encompassing 
about 2500 pages. Many steps require multiple monitoring points. The researcher 
identified all parameters to be monitored. These monitoring points were verified as 
available from the nuclear plant information system. For points not directly available, 
alternative-monitoring parameters were determined and verified to be available from 
NPIS. The researcher developed a list of required parameters that are not available. 
The EOPs direct the operator actions necessary to mitigate the consequences of transients 
and accidents (Salamun, 1994). The researcher ensured the rule-based system to support 
these procedures did not change the pre-designed mitigation strategy. 
The rule-based expert system was validated as correct and complete. Validation was a 
comparison of the rule-based system to simulated data generated during the selected EOP 
subset accident. The researcher ran the simulated accident on a plant-specific simulator 
and collected the relevant data for comparison to the rule-based design. A manual 
comparison of the simulated data versus the rule-based design was performed to 
determine the system is correct and complete. An expert user mitigating the LBLOCA 
using the EOPs with and without the rule-based system determined usability. 
Research questions investigated 
Three questions were addressed in this research. 
1) Are all parameters to support performance of the EOPs currently available, if not 
what are the additional parameters that must be monitored? 
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Nuclear power plants lack a standardized design and may not have all the required 
information to support the EOPs (Beck, 1991). This means there is a different 
combination of plant equipment and age of technology from plant to plant. The 
methodology used during this research to determine the parameters needed and those 
available to support implementation of the EOPs was plant specific. However, the general 
approach can be used at any nuclear power plant. 
Scottish Nuclear has successfully installed rule-based systems to diagnose protection 
logic trips (Pymm, 1995). Ancelin, Cheriaux, Gaussot, Pichot, Sancerni, and Voisin 
(1991) describe KSE, an operator aid to monitor all aspects ofthe electric power supply 
in a 900-megawatt nuclear power plant. This research expands the scope of monitored 
parameters beyond those of this one specialized rule-based system. EOP monitored 
parameters encompassed all plant safety systems. 
Mavko, Stritar, and Salamun (1995) proposed an expert system to guide the operator 
through an emergency. A prototype was developed using a small database with a subset 
of the EOPs. An effort to upgrade aging nuclear plants computer-integrated data-
acquisition systems is underway (Baer, 1992). The prototype did not address any 
parameters not included on the plant computer. This research addressed alternate 
parameters for performing EOP steps and development of a punch list of additional 
parameters needed. 
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2) Design a rule-based system to implement a subset of the EOPs. 
The prototype rule-based system served as proof of concept for this approach and as a 
model for other researchers to validate and test the approach. Development ofthe rule-
based system was based on the plant specific EOPs. When a power plant is in an 
abnormal/emergency state the operators have felt a physical/cognitive overburden (Choi, 
1998). The rule-based system focused on the parameters identified within each EOP step. 
Validating the operator's decision-making process and reducing the influence ofless 
important parameters decreased operator cognitive burden. 
Lipner and Rusnica (1996) describe the need for computerized procedures at nuclear 
power plants due to the increase in complexity and size of procedures. These 
computerized procedures are provided with the new standardized design nuclear plants to 
increase safety. The development of this rule-based system is a step in the direction of 
providing computerized procedures for older nuclear plants. 
3) Ensure the system is correct and complete by expert examination ofthe system and 
comparison to simulated data. 
The comparison of the simulated data to the data required by the expert system validated 
that the correct parameters were selected and fall within the ranges needed for accident 
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mitigation. Simulation tests must be included for examination of abnormalities that 
cannot be conducted in a plant (Horiguchi, 1991). An expert user mitigated the selected 
subset accident on a plant specific simulator using only the EOPs with control board 
indications. The selected subset accident was repeated with an expert user mitigating the 
accident using a hard copy of the rule-based system with computer indications. This 
established usability on a plant specific simulator. Validation included a verification that 
the simulation is running in real-time. An EOP expert, other than the researcher, verified 
the correctness of the LBLOCA rules and data requirements. A NPIS database expert 
verified that data identified as not available from NPIS was correct. 
Limitations and delimitations of the study 
The following limitations to the scope and applicability of this study are noted: 
1) The expert system developed is only applicable to one specific nuclear power 
plant. This is due to variations in initial design and design changes over the life of 
the plant. A contributing factor is the plant specific nature of the EOPs. The 
methods used in this research are generalizable to other power plants and similar 
industries. 
2) The plant specific simulator large break loss of coolant accident (LBLOCA) was 
limited to 10,000 gpm. 
The following delimitations to the scope and applicability ofthis study are noted: 
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1) The rule-based system was only applied to the emergency operating procedures 
(EOPs). It could be applied to other types of procedures. 
2) The rules were designed for a subset ofthe possible nuclear accidents. Further 
research should design a complete set of rules encompassing all accidents. 
3) Plant specific simulator real time data was collected only for an LBLOCA. Future 
research should be expanded to cover all of the EOPs design bases accidents. 
Definition of terms 
For the proposes of this study the following definitions were used: 
1) Containment Building 
The containment building is a cylindrical structure with a domed top. They are 
usually made of reinforced concrete. It is designed to contain all the steam and 
radioactivity that would escape the reactor coolant in a loss of coolant accident 
(Glasstone, 1981). 
2) Emergency Operating procedures (EOPs) 
The EOPs are predefined symptom based strategies for systematically responding to 
any emergency transient (Westinghouse, 1997). These are written documents that are 
validated and controlled to ensure they are current. 
3) Fuel Clad 
Fuel clad is synonymous with fuel rods. They contain the nuclear fuel pellets in the 
reactor core. Cladding material is usually a zirconium alloy called zircaloy 
(Glasstone, 1981). The heat from the nuclear fuel passes through the clad to the 
reactor coolant system. 
4) Large Break Loss Of Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) 
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A break in the reactor coolant system large enough to expel almost all the coolant into 
the containment building. In a complete loss of coolant, nearly all the heat content of 
the fuel and coolant prior to the accident is released into containment (Glasstone, 
1981). A LBLOCA involves a pipe rupture with an area of one square foot or more. 
The plant specific simulator maximum break size is 10,000 gpm. 
5) Reactor Coolant System 
The reactor coolant system is located within the containment building. Liquid water 
coolant removes heat generated in the reactor core (Glasstone, 1981). The heat is 
transferred from the coolant to a working fluid to produce steam. 
Summary 
This chapter served to introduce the study. Through the literature review, it is determined 
that human error contributes to a decrease in the margin of safety at a nuclear power 
plant. One of the areas for improvement is the reduction of human errors associated with 
the use ofthe EOPs. It is considered significant and important due to the potentially 
disastrous consequence of the errors involved. The goal ofthis research was to determine 
if it is feasible to develop a computer based EOP aid for the operator to use in the older 
nuclear power plants. This would be used in conjunction with the existing EOPs and 
computer system. The research addressed a method for determining EOP data 
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requirements, NPIS data available, design of a set of rules to validate the concept, and 
assurance the system is correct and complete by expert examination. 
Barriers and issues are defined along with how they were handled. Research questions are 
stated with references to support the significance ofthe problems addressed. Limitations 
and delimitations are provided. Key terms are defined as necessary. The specific research 
is generalizable to the extent that a similar approach can be taken at other plants. 
Chapter 2 
Review of the Literatu.re 
Historical overview of the theory and research literature 
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Prior to the 1979 Three Mile Island accident, EOPs were event specific documents. The 
operating crew had to determine what accident was in progress and select the correct 
procedure for mitigation. Procedures were not detailed and provided no contingency 
action if a step failed to provide the expected results. 
After the Three-Mile Island (TMI) accident it was determined that a new EOP 
methodology was necessary. A review of the incident revealed the control room crew did 
not understand what type of accident was taking place. They had no guidance on what to 
do when equipment failed to perform its designated function. One of the many causes of 
this accident was the inferior quality of emergency operating procedures used at that 
plant (Wieringa, 1991). 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) contracted the Essex Corporation to perform 
an evaluation of some TMI emergency procedures. The Essex findings were that the 
emergency procedures failed to identify in clear and concise terms what decisions were 
required of the operator, what information was needed by the operator to make the 
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decisions, what actions were needed to implement the decisions, and how the operator 
could verifY the correctness of his decisions and actions (Rogovin, 1990). 
Russell (1988) provided the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's view of the future of 
nuclear power in the United States. Plants must have strong safety cultures. Reliable data 
and prioritized alarms shall be provided. Human factors must be considered such that 
operators, in times of stress, are able to understand and implement the emergency 
procedures. A rule-based operator aid will support this position. 
Lee (1988), as president of the Nuclear Management and Resources Council, provided 
the nuclear industry's approach to human factors in operations. The success of human 
activities depends on numerous factors, internal and external to the individual. Human 
error can be a symptom of an underlying cause. The goal is to reduce human error. This 
includes alternative power plant alarm presentations. An expert system to support the 
operator is a step toward this goal. 
NUREG-0660, NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident, was 
issued in May 1980. It required nuclear power plants to review and revise procedures to 
verifY correct performance of operating activities. A computerized operator aid provides 
additional assurance that operating activities are performed correctly. 
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In early 1981, the reactor vendors and owners began work on a basic version of EOPs. 
These were designed to be symptom based and address all the classic PWR accidents 
including multiple event sequences. Symptom-based EOPs are now in use at all U. S. 
nuclear power plants (Johnson, 1996). 
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued dozens of safety regulations 
following the Three Mile Island accident. One of them called for the installation of a 
computerized safety parameter and display system (SPDS). This is to summarize key 
safety parameters for control room operators, technical support staff, and personnel 
manning off-site emergency control centers (Baer, 1992). 
Vicente, Moray, Lee, Rasmussen, Jones, Brock, and Bjemil (1996) point out the 
problems of a single-sensor single-indicator (SSSI) control room design philosophy. 
Operators answer higher order questions based on a SSSI. This poses a high cognitive 
burden on the operator. Methods are needed to display the higher order information for 
easier extraction by the operator. 
Design basis accidents are low probability events that will likely never occur but have 
serious consequences if they are not mitigated. The most severe design basis accident is 
considered to be a complete rupture of a large pipe in the primary coolant (Glasstone, 
1981). This accident is referred to as a large break loss of coolant accident (LBLOCA). 
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Many of the world's nuclear power plants were designed and constructed before the 
prevalence of the computer. Older plants have added computer systems to increase 
monitoring capability. Corcuera (1999) notes the information monitored was derived 
from operation procedures. Detailed analysis of available data versus accident monitoring 
requirements has not been performed. In practical situations, the on-line input parameters 
can be acquired directly from a system through sensors, factory control computers, or on-
line data bases (Krishnamurthi, 1993). 
Consistent use oflogic terms provides the rule-based knowledge. Most commercial 
expert systems are rule-based systems (Turban, 1998). Expert systems can play an 
important role in improving the efficiency and safety of nuclear power plants by advising 
the operators of actions required to correct inefficiencies and developing abnormal 
situations. The expert system must monitor a large number of parameters and provide 
timely advice to the control room operator, whose response time must be minimized 
(Tentner, 1994). 
Operators are constantly faced with the challenge of managing the meaning of an 
overwhelming array of data on a daily, even moment-to-moment basis (Sena, 1999). 
Mavko, Salamun, and Stritar (1994) stated that modem computer technology used in 
nuclear power plants could improve emergency response during accidents. They pointed 
out that the EOP structure is very suitable for creating an expert system. Preliminary 
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research was started but the study was abandoned. Salamun (1998) noted that there is still 
a lot of work to do in computer managed EOP systems. 
Iknomopoulos, Tsoukalas, and Uhrig (1993) stated that rule-based procedures operate in 
a dynamic fashion in the sense that they discard present responses and then consider new 
values when they draw conclusions during future evaluations. This type of monitoring 
device is a software-based instrument suitable for measuring user-specified dynamic 
variables with operational significance. Parameter values will update based on the scan 
frequency of the parameter. 
Subjective reality in nuclear power resides between the physical world of the plant and 
the objective knowledge of the procedures. Operators apply objective procedural 
knowledge to the manipulation of the physical controls of a nuclear power plant. The use 
of a computer based operator aid adds to the available objective knowledge. The quality 
of problem solving can be tracked as a function of available information and knowledge 
(Quigley, 1999). 
In an emergency situation the operator has three aids available to enable him to cope with 
the emergency: 1) emergency procedures, 2) training, and 3) plant knowledge (Rogovin, 
1980). The operator cannot depend entirely on training and plant knowledge to make the 
diagnosis. He must have accurate and accessible procedures and plant data. 
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The theory and research literature specific to the topic 
An important design requirement for the nuclear power plant control room is the effective 
display of information to the operator. This requirement is most pronounced during 
emergency conditions where prompt, accurate diagnosis of a problem may be critical. 
The operator must have immediate access to information regarding all system parameters 
reflecting plant status (Rogovin, 1980). 
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) began an effort in 1987 to develop an EOP 
tracking system. The goal was development of an automated tracking system that can 
analyze nuclear power plant conditions and identify the appropriate EOP. A prototype 
system was developed based on data from a boiling water reactor (BWR). This used only 
a small database with selected EOP steps. Testing was considered satisfactory enough for 
a full scope system to be designed for a BWR. The BWR was still in the design and 
construction phase. Accuracy and completeness of the rules is not verified during testing 
(Cain, 1997). 
Ancelin, Cheriaux, Gaussot, Pichot, Sancerni, and Voisin (1991) discuss KSE, an 
operator aid to monitor all aspects of the electric power supply in a 900-megawatt nuclear 
power plant. It is a continuous real-time operator aid to diagnose electrical failures. This 
demonstrates that expert systems can function in real-time environments and be an aid to 
the plant operator. 
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Hayes-Roth, Ball, Lisett, Picard, and Stem (1998) discuss the part emotion plays in 
technology. There are differences in performance under conditions that are supportive, 
threatening, or punishing. This is relevant in developing a new application. It must 
support the operator's performance of the procedure. It cannot just add another layer of 
information. 
Harauz (1996) reported on Ontario Hydro's framework of standards and guidelines to 
address their needs in the area of software engineering. Acceptable practices for design 
should be formalized as procedures. Specifications must be well defined so they are 
understandable by system designers and domain experts. This is relevant when creating 
new applications. 
Mavko, Stritar, and Salamun (1995) stated that operators still play the main role in 
controlling a nuclear power plant. Computer technology is not reliable enough to allow 
fully computerized plant control but computerized supporting systems can reduce human 
errors. They proposed a system of computerized procedures called COPRO. These would 
be an aid for the operator. A test of COPRO for a subset of data associated with a small 
break loss of coolant accident (SBLOCA) was performed. The software passed a simple 
test using a small select database. Work on the study was stopped at that point. 
Beck, Behera, and Reed (1991) describe the problems associated with developing an 
expert system for control and operation of a nuclear power plant. There is a lack of 
standardization in plant design. Older plants may not have the required information 
available to support an operator aid. 
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Westinghouse has designed a computerized procedure system (COMPRO). This provides 
textual displays of the procedure and parallel information about relevant parameters 
(Lipner, 1996). The system has been successfully used to computerize a coal-fired plant 
start-up procedure. Nuclear implementation for EOPs is in progress for a nuclear plant in 
Switzerland. This plant included computer monitoring for EOPs in the initial design. The 
system has not been used in older nuclear plant designs. In the future, the emphasis in 
building knowledge-based systems will be on reusing and adapting existing resources, 
rather than building from scratch (Swartout, 1996). 
Jeffroyand Charron (1997) describe the Electricite' de France's project to design a new 
computerized control room for the future N4 nuclear series reactor. Computerized 
displays will replace paper printouts, analogue displays, and alarm annunciators. This 
design will use computerized procedures. Pirus and Chambon (1997) note that 
computerized procedures are part of the initial design and not a back fit feature. 
An expert system, hybrid knowledge based plant operations supporting system 
(HYPOSS), was developed to support operators decision making during transients. 
Validation was performed on a small set of data for three limited events. This validation 
was performed on a personal computer. The knowledge base would have to be extended 
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to give practical operation guidelines (Yang, 1989). This beginning work is favorable but 
requires much expansion to encompass all EOPs. 
Plant personnel are responsible for diagnosing the occurrence of an accident; determining 
the extent of the challenge to plant safety, monitoring the performance of automatic 
systems, selecting strategies to prevent or mitigate the safety challenge, and 
implementing the strategies and monitoring their effectiveness (Hanson, 1990). Adequate 
plant status information must be available to accomplish these goals. The addition of an 
operator aid provides a redundant method of providing this information. 
The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations issued INPO 96-006, Performance Objectives 
and Criteria for Operating Nuclear Electric Generating Stations, in 1996. One purpose of 
this document is providing a reference to working utilities. Expectations are included for 
operators to be capable of recognizing abnormal plant conditions and perform tasks 
during normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions. They are required to differentiate 
between status information and alarm conditions. Multiple or diverse instruments, 
measurements, and readings are to be used. An operator rule-based aid will support this 
concept. 
Summary of what was known and unknown about the topic 
Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response Guideline (1997) defines the rules of 
usage for EOPs. They are designed to be read aloud and performed step by step. 
Expected response and contingency actions are provided for each step. The format is two 
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column with the operator proceeding down the left-hand column ifresponses are as 
expected. An unexpected response drives the operator to the right-hand column for a 
contingency action. The two-column format equates to logical terms: IF the conditions 
required in the left-hand column are not obtained, THEN go to the right-hand column for 
contingency instructions. 
Human error has been a leading contributor to accidents in nuclear power plants. During 
the high stress conditions, the performance of human operators is unpredictable. 
Emergencies can overload the operator with information. Emergency operating 
procedures (EOPs) are a tool for accident mitigation. The use of these predefined 
accident strategies protect the health and safety of the pUblic. Prior to the 1979 Three 
Mile Island accident, detailed EOPs did not exist. NRC regulations mandated the 
development ofthese more detailed procedures. EOPs check the condition of many 
parameters and components. The performance of these procedures is a point for the 
introduction of human error. The EOP structure is suitable for creating a rule-based 
system. A rule-based system can prioritize information and reduce the workload on the 
operator. 
The Nuclear Power Plant Information System (NPIS) monitors plant parameters and 
components. It was unknown ifNPIS monitors all the necessary parameters and 
components. A matrix of all information required to support the performance of the EOPs 
did not exist. Comparison ofthe EOP requirements to what is available from NPIS would 
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be performed. IfNPIS did not support all components and parameters, a punch list of 
additional monitoring requirements would be developed. 
It was unknown if a plant specific rule-based system will support operator decisions. A 
set ofEOP rules for a LBLOCA was developed. This encompassed all EOP steps from 
reactor trip until transition to a post-LOCA cool down procedure. Prior research has 
proposed computerized procedures. Prototype expert systems have used a small 
controlled database to test the concept. This has not been applied to the entire EOP scope 
using dynamic data. 
Many ofthe world's nuclear power plants were designed and constructed before the 
extensive use of computers. New reactor design and construction include an EOP 
computer based aid. None of these new plants have been constructed in the United States. 
Previous research has not verified the availability of information to support a rule-based 
EOP aid on older vintage nuclear power plants. 
The contribution this study makes to the field 
This research provides an alternative method for EOP performance to reduce the 
introduction of human error to the mitigation strategy. A contribution was made to the 
scholarly community by developing and testing this concept. The method used for this 
research can be applied to other power plants. It is a step toward providing computerized 
procedures for older nuclear power plants. 
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This study established a methodology that can be used to develop systems to reduce the 
cognitive workload on the operator. Operator assessment of the plant was facilitated and 
focus was moved to the problem areas. It ensured the correct sequence and execution of 
the process. Priority of monitoring was controlled. Time can be saved on data acquisition 
during time dependent accident mitigation strategies. An alternative to step-by-step 
verification was provided. The reduction in human error improves the protection of the 
health and safety of the public. 
This dissertation developed rules and data matrices specific to one nuclear power plant. 
The results of this study will give plant management insight into upgrading the Nuclear 
Plant Information System. The successful validation of the EOP rules versus the NPIS 
data changes the view ofthe computer's role in accident mitigation. Development of the 
rules based on existing procedures will lead to improved methods of procedure 
development. Unnecessary steps and actions will be removed or relocated within the 
procedures to simply actions to only those necessary for accident mitigation. 
Research method employed 
Chapter 3 
Methodology 
This chapter presents the method used in determining the feasibility of developing a 
computer based operator aid. It is divided into four phases 1) determining data 
requirements, 2) determining data available, 3) data comparison, and 4) validation. 
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This is an evaluative study using the scientific process. A list of major steps to complete 
the dissertation is included. 
Data Requirements 
Each individual step of the EOPs was evaluated to determine what information, direct or 
indirect, is required to monitor this step. Particular attention was given to the parameter 
monitored, alternate parameters, and alternate methods. Previous research evaluated only 
small subsets ofEOP information requirements. This review expanded that work to 
encompass the entire set ofEOPs. 
Data Available 
The NPIS database was evaluated to determine if the required EOP information was 
available. The review was performed using a hard copy ofthe database. This was 
compared to the monitoring requirements identified during the EOP review. Earlier 
research does not determine if all parameters are available from existing sources. 
Data Comparison 
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A matrix of step data requirements versus NPIS data available was developed. It is a 
spreadsheet of information obtained from the EOP and NPIS reviews. The NPIS data 
available was analyzed as acceptable or unacceptable for each individual step. This was a 
comparison of required data versus available data. Data that is required but is not 
available is identified in the matrix. It is also included separately in a parameters not 
available matrix. A NPIS database expert performed an independent verification of the 
parameters not available matrix to ensure it is correct. 
Validation 
Rules were designed for a subset ofthe EOPs. This analyzed the data needed for a large 
break loss of coolant accident (LBLOCA). The rule flow path begins with entry into EOP 
E-O, step 1 and is complete at EOP E-l, Step 25. This appears in Appendix C. An EOP 
expert verified the correctness of the rule design and data requirements. 
The rules were validated against the data. The data was obtained from a plant specific 
simulator for a 4-100p Westinghouse PWR. With the plant initially at 100% power and 
steady state conditions, a 1 O,OOO-gpm LBLOCA malfunction was entered. The required 
dynamic data was collected and compared to the data requirements ofthe EOP subset 
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rules. The conclusions were drawn and reported. The conclusions are included in Chapter 
5 of this final dissertation report. 
These steps provided a framework for management of this dissertation and ensured 
thoroughness of the research. The scope included the comparison of the complete set of 
44 EOPs to the data available from NPIS. 
Specific procedures employed 
Each individual step ofthe 44-volume set ofEOPs was reviewed to determine the data 
needed for successful completion ofthe step. This review included identifying alternative 
parameters where primary parameters were suspected to be unavailable. An EXCEL 
spreadsheet was used to document this information. 
The NPIS database was examined to determine if the data required by the EOP steps was 
available. If the primary parameter was not available, a search for the alternative 
parameter was conducted. This information was entered as the second part of the EOP 
data matrix. This list includes the procedure and step number, information required, 
information available on NPIS, alternative information available on NPIS, and 
information not available. A final review of the EOP data matrix determined if all 
information available for each step is acceptable. 
An independent NPIS database expert verified correctness of the data not available 
matrix. 
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A set ofEOP rules was designed for a LBLOCA. The rules were developed following the 
path of a typical LBLOCA with no concurrent or subsequent equipment failures. These 
rules are documented in the EOP rules matrix. 
An EOP development expert conducted an independent verification of the correctness of 
the EOP rules. This verification determined that: 
.. The rules followed the EOP sequence 
.. The rules captured the required data for the specific step 
.. The data sequence was correct for the specific step 
• The rule set was complete for a LBLOCA 
The researcher collected the LBLOCA simulated data. This was based on an 
instantaneous 1O,000-gpm RCS loop A break. A hard copy of the required EOPs was 
used for accident mitigation referencing normal plant instrumentation. Manual mitigation 
steps required by the EOPs were performed. Data collection was halted after 30 minutes. 
A second duplicate simulation of a LBLOCA based on an instantaneous 10,000-gpm 
RCS loop A break was conducted. Mitigation steps were performed using a hard copy of 
the EOPs referencing the LBLOCA rules and NPIS available data. The use of this 
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method did not change the mitigation strategy or time required. The conclusions were 
drawn and included in Chapter 5 of this report. 
Formats for presenting results 
The EOPs were evaluated step by step for data, direct or indirect, required for 
performance. These data requirements were compared to the data available on NPIS. An 
EOP data matrix was developed. This matrix also includes alternative data available on 
NPIS and unavailable data. 
A set of rules was developed for a LBLOCA. These were based on the corresponding 
EOP step for mitigation of this accident. The rules were developed considering that no 
concurrent or subsequent equipment failures occur. All rules developed maintain the 
same sequence and mitigation strategy as the original step. Any data required in the 
original EOP step is included in the rule. This is documented in the EOP rule matrix. 
Accident simulation is performed on a plant specific Westinghouse 4-100p PWR 
simulator. This operates on the Ryan Nuclear Industries OpenSim application with 
Westinghouse plant models. Dynamic data was collected for 30 minutes during a 10,000-
gpm LBLOCA on RCS loop-A. 
A comparison of the EOP rules matrix was made to the data collected during the 
simulation. Data that was acceptable was identified in the rules matrix. The EOP rules 
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matrix includes procedure & step number, EOP step rules, NPIS data collected during 
simulated LOCA, and parameters not available. A separate matrix of parameters not 
available was developed. It includes the general effect ofthe lack ofthis parameter on the 
mitigation strategy. 
The results are clearly described and presented in chapter 4. Conclusions based on the 
analysis of the data are included in chapter 5. 
Projected outcomes 
The results of the research successfully produced matrices ofEOP monitoring 
requirements versus NPIS data available and LBLOCA rules that were validated against 
the dynamic simulator data. 
Results indicated that all parameters necessary to support an EOP rule-based operator aid 
are not available. Some alternative parameters were monitored instead of those described 
directly in the EOPs. Simulator test runs of the LBLOCA rules proved the acceptability 
ofthe concept. All data needed to support the EOPs is not available from NPIS. 
Resources Used 
The author is supervisor of the simulator group at a large nuclear power facility. 
Simulator training requires a detailed knowledge ofEOPs. In past positions, the author 
has developed plant specific EOPs for two operating nuclear plants. Duties have also 
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included representing the plants as a member of the Westinghouse Owners Group 
Procedure Subcommittee. This group reviews existing EOPs and provides direction for 
changes in mitigation strategies. The author served as the researcher and EOP expert. All 
tasks associated with this dissertation, other than independent verification, were 
performed by the author. 
An EOP development expert performed an independent verification of the LBLOCA 
rules and data requirements. The independent EOP expert is responsible for development 
and maintenance of the EOPs at a 4-100p Westinghouse PWR He has eighteen years 
nuclear experience, four years EOP development experience, a NRC Reactor Operators 
License, and is a member of the Westinghouse Owners Group Procedure Subcommittee. 
A NPIS database expert performed an independent verification of required data that is not 
available on NPIS. The NPIS database expert has 12 years ofNPIS hardware and 
software experience. He has been the NPIS database administrator for two years. 
The EOPs used for this research were plant specific for a 4-100p Westinghouse PWR 
developed based on the guidance from the Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency 
Response Guidelines. Parameters monitored by the plant computer were based on the 
NPIS database specific to this individual plant. Plant identity does not appear in the 
dissertation report. 
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The author owns the hardware and software needed to complete this dissertation. All 
costs were the responsibility of the author. 
Reliability and validity 
Reliability was ensured by comparison of a hard copy of the EOPs with the developed 
subset ofEOP rules. Each was used for accident mitigation during duplicate simulations. 
The use of rules did not change the mitigation strategy or time required. 
Validity was ensured by the ability ofthe subset ofEOP rules to mitigate a LBLOCA. 
Accident mitigation was successful using EOP rules. 
Summary 
The method used for this research was an evaluative study. Individual EOP steps were 
analyzed to determine what data is required to support completion of the step. The NPIS 
database was analyzed to determine if the required data is available. The comparison 
determined what required data is not available. A subset of rules for the EOPs 
encompassing a LBLOCA was developed. These rules were compared to data collected 
from a plant specific simulation of a LBLOCA. A matrix of the rules versus the simulated 
data was developed. Unavailable data is identified in the matrix. This provided proof of 
the concept. 
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An EOP development expert performed an independent verification of the LBLOCA 
rules and data requirements. A NPIS database expert verified parameters identified as not 
available were not in the NPIS database. Results oftms research are presented in Chapter 
4. Conclusions based on analysis of the data are included in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 4 
Results 
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This chapter provides a detailed description of the matrices developed during this study. 
Techniques used for matrix analysis are explained. The findings are described in detail. A 
final summary of results is provided. 
Data Analysis 
Data collection for this dissertation was documented by the development of three 
matrices. The first describes the EOP step data requirements. The second contains the 
rules developed for a LBLOCA. A final matrix documents the missing NPIS data needed 
to support the EOPs. 
EOP Data Matrix 
The EOP data matrix development required detailed review of each step ofthe 44-
volume set of EOPs. This determined what parameters were required to be monitored to 
support the individual steps. Steps were divided into two sections: information the step 
asked for and manual tasks the step required to be performed. Documentation of this 
information was in two columns of the matrix labeled as Procedure & Step Number and 
Information Required. This is presented in Appendix B. 
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A review of the NPIS database determined if the information required for each individual 
step was available. This was documented in two matrix columns labeled Information 
Available On NPIS and Information Not Available. The parameters not available were 
examined to determine if alternative parameters could yield the same information. The 
NPIS database was reviewed for all alternative parameters identified. If an alternative 
parameter was found, it was documented in the matrix in a column labeled Alternative 
Information Available On NPIS. This appears in Appendix B. 
The completed matrix was analyzed to determine acceptability of the alternative 
parameter. Those determined acceptable or unacceptable were identified as such in the 
Information Not Available column. 
EOP Rules Matrix 
The EOP rules matrix documents the decision support rules to mitigate a LBLOCA The 
accident mitigated is a 10,000-gpm RCS loop-A cold leg break. No concurrent or 
subsequent equipment failures were considered. The rule flow path begins with entry into 
EOP E-O, step 1 and is complete at EOP E-l, Step 25. This is presented in Appendix C. 
Fifty-seven rules were developed. The rules incorporated all parameters and manual 
actions required by each EOP step. This matrix addressed designing a rule-based system 
to implement a subset of the EOPs. 
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The simulated accident was conducted on a plant specific 4-100p Westinghouse PWR 
simulator. It is controlled by Ryan Nuclear Industries OpenSim application using 
Westinghouse models. The simulation was conducted with simultaneous collection of 
NPIS data for a period of30 minutes. 
The LBLOCA simulation was performed twice. An initial performance was conducted 
with the operator using a hard copy of the EOPs in conjunction with normal control board 
indications. A subsequent performance was conducted with the operator using a hard 
copy ofthe EOP rules in conjunction with NPIS supplied parameters. 
The data collected was compared to the rules developed from the EOPs. The comparison 
verified that the collected data was acceptable. Documentation is included in the EOP 
rules matrix, which includes Procedure & Step Number, EOP Step Rules, NPIS Data 
Collected During Simulation, and Parameters Not Available. 
Parameters Not Available 
The final matrix of parameters not available was developed based on the EOP data matrix 
and the EOP rules matrix. It includes all parameters not available on NPIS and the 
general effect on the mitigation strategy. This appears in Appendix D. 
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Verification 
An independent verification was performed on the Parameters Not Available matrix by a 
NPIS database expert. The expert has twelve years NPIS maintenance experience with 
the last two being as the database administrator. Extensive database searches were 
performed to ensure the Parameters Not Available matrix was correct. 
An independent verification was performed on the EOP rule matrix by an EOP 
development expert. This expert has: 
• 18 years nuclear power experience. 
• Four-years EOP development experience. 
• Membership on the Westinghouse owners group procedure subcommittee. 
• Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reactor Operator License. 
The verification determined that: 
• The rules followed the EOP step sequence. 
• The rules captured the required data for the specific step. 
• The data sequence was correct for the specific step. 
• The rule set was complete for a LBLOCA. 
Findings 
The first research question stated: Are all parameters to support performance of the EOPs 
currently available, ifnot what are the additional parameters that must be monitored? Out 
of389 required parameters there were 63 individual parameters that were not available 
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from NPIS. Acceptable alternatives were available in only five cases. Bus voltage and 
equipment breaker position are major areas of unavailable data. Mitigation strategies are 
hampered if the status of power for safeguards components is unknown. 
A second area of concern is time measurement. Many EOP step actions are based on time 
after an event. NPIS does not have all the necessary time tracking capabilities. Calculated 
values for off site dose rates, venting time, void size, cold leg temperature decrease, 
integrated dose, target pressure, target temperature, and target set points are lacking on 
NPIS. These are necessary to determine the severity of a problem and subsequent 
mitigation strategy. They are required during steam generator tube ruptures, inadequate 
core cooling events, and pressurized thermal shock challenges. All parameters necessary 
to support performance of the EOPs are not available on NPIS, as is typically the case 
with most older nuclear power plants. 
The second goal was to design a rule-based system to implement a subset ofthe EOPs. A 
set of rules for a LBLOCA was developed. The EOP path was based on a 1O,OOO-gpm 
RCS loop-A cold leg instantaneous pipe rupture. This generates an immediate reactor trip 
with a safety injection signal. The typical flow path through the EOPs was selected. Rules 
based on each individual step were developed. Included in each rule are monitored 
parameters and manually performed tasks. Rules are designed to: 
• Capture the required data for each step. 
It Capture the manual actions for each step. 
.. Follow the EOP step sequence. 
• Follow the data and manual action sequence within the step. 
.. Include all the steps necessary to mitigate a LBLOCA. 
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The EOPs are suitable for development of decision support rules. The process can be well 
represented by IF, THEN, AND, OR production rules. The initial development of the 
EOPs did not consider their incorporation into a computerized rule-based system. 
Analysis of existing EOP steps could give new insights into internal sequencing of sub-
steps to better support computer based implementation. 
The third research goal states: Ensure the system is correct and complete by expert 
examination of the system and comparison to simulated data. Simulated data was 
collected from a LBLOCA simulator scenario. The accident scenario was conducted 
twice. The first run was performed using the hard copy EOPs and standard control board 
indications. The second run was performed using the EOP rules and parameters available 
from NPIS. Both methods prove to be successful at accident mitigation. The central 
location of NPIS parameters saves the time on moving from indication to indication on 
the main control board. The operators have extensive training and practice using the hard 
copy EOPs. The LBLOCA rules developed by the author proved to be as easy to use. The 
problem encountered was the lack of availability of some parameters on NPIS. 
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A comparison of LBLOCA data to the EOP rules was performed. The findings were that 
available data was acceptable for use in an EOP rule-based system. Development of a 
rule-based system encompassing all the EOPs is a viable concept. Parameters not 
available on NPIS are the impediment to success. 
Summary Of Results 
The concept of development of a rule-based operator aid for accident mitigation is sound. 
EOP structure lends itself to be expressed as a set of production rules. These production 
rules capture the existing EOP steps. NPIS monitors the majority of parameters needed 
for the rules. The missing parameters would require a NPIS design change for their 
addition. Successful implementation of a rule-based system incorporating all EOPs would 
require that all necessary data be available on NPIS. 
Simulator scenarios prove the usability of the LBLOCA rules. Even without extensive 
training on them, the operator encountered no problems with their use. Time required to 
find parameter readings is greatly reduced using NPIS. The subsequent comparison to 
collected data reaffirmed the acceptability of parameters monitored by NPIS. 
Independent verification of the LBLOCA rules and parameters not available on NPIS 
confirmed these findings are complete and correct. Third party experts that had no other 
tasks associated with this research performed the independent verification. The 
methodology developed in this research is generalizable to other plants. 
Conclusion 
Chapter 5 
Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations, 
And Summary 
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The results of this research supports the hypothesis that the nuclear plant information 
system (NPIS) does not capture all the data required by a computer based expert system 
to mitigate nuclear power plant accidents. One problem area is a lack of power supply 
voltages. This prevents the operator from knowing if safety related equipment is 
energized. Without this knowledge time is lost during accidents when de-energized 
equipment is encountered and alternative methods must be used. 
A second problem encountered is event timing. Timing is important in maintaining the 
life of the reactor coolant pumps (Reps). Proper pump lubrication is based on the run 
time of the oil lift pump or the Rep. The Reps are important to certain mitigation 
strategies. Time after the reactor trip determines the entry into hot leg recirculation. This 
prevents boron plate-out on the surface of the fuel rods during accidents in which core 
boiling takes place. Plate-out of boron on the fuel rods can raise fuel temperatures to the 
point that melting can occur. 
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A third problem is calculated values. The accidents most affected are steam generator 
tube ruptures (SGTR) and pressurized thermal shock. A SGTR can release radiation to 
the environment, so timely mitigation is important in minimizing the release. Pressurized 
thermal shock creates a challenge to the reactor vessel integrity. This can result in a core 
geometry that is not coolable. 
This research proves that EOPs are suitable for development of a rule-based system. The 
test system developed for a LBLOCA was verified by a domain expert to be correct and 
complete. It proved to be as usable as the hard copy EOPs when used with simulated 
data. The design of the EOPs supports production rules. Only a small subset of the EOP 
steps was converted to rules. The remaining steps should be equally adaptable. This is 
based on the fact that development methods used for written versions are used 
consistently throughout the forty-four volume set. Use of the developed rules with NPIS 
parameters yields no discemable difference from use of a hard copy of the EOPs with 
control board indications. A fully developed computer based system would provide 
results faster than the methods used for testing this concept. This study was limited to 
only a small percentage of available EOP steps. 
Implications 
This research is a precursor to moving vintage nuclear power plants to modem plant 
process monitoring. New reactor designs developed and constructed in Europe have 
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included these new concepts. No effort has been made to upgrade existing United States 
plants. 
The methodology used for this study can provide a template for other plants to investigate 
their NPIS for EOP capabilities. This will point to the necessary system upgrades. The 
method may need modification due to the lack of standardization in the older power 
plants. 
This dissertation has proved that additional monitoring capabilities are necessary at the 
specific plant used for this study. A lack of monitoring capability may be evident at many 
ofthe earlier designed power plants. Even though most of these plants have installed 
some type of plant process monitoring, many were installed a decade ago. The present 
systems are several generations behind today's monitoring and human interface 
capabilities. Implementation of improvements to the man-machine interface will reduce 
human error. This will improve the protection of the health and safety of the public. 
The future of this technology should lie beyond the simple implementation of a rule-
based system ofEOPs. A logical expansion would be a digital control system. Control 
boards would be replaced with workstations. The entire plant would be controlled by 
operators using these workstations. Maintenance costs would be decreased because of 
the reduced maintenance required of digital equipment. Staff reductions could be made in 
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maintenance and operations. Fewer operators would be required for the smaller sized and 
less complex controls. 
Recommendations 
The future direction ofEOP studies should be in development of a functional system. 
Code should be written to computerize a subset of the EOPs. This should include the 
rules, human-machine interface, alarm methodology, error warnings, task prioritization, 
and computer failure alternatives. Real time simulator scenarios can test this system. 
Prior to development of a complete EOP rule-based system, the writing methods used for 
the EOPs should be analyzed. A new method could remove all steps not required for 
accident mitigation. The remaining step can be rewritten to divide information needs 
from manual actions. This would provide a document optimized for rule development. 
The development of a system encompassing all the EOPs would follow. 
The successful development of the EOP system should progress to a review of other 
procedures that could use this methodology. One immediate candidate would be the 
abnormal operating procedures (AOPs). These cover accidents not critical to the health 
and safety of the public but important to the plant economic health. The second 
candidate is the annunciator response procedures (ARPs). These are used to respond to 
the hundreds of individual parameters alarmed in the control room. 
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Successful use of these rule-based systems could serve to prove the reliability and 
versatility of the system. This recognition could provide the momentum for movement 
toward digital control systems. 
Summary 
Emergency operating procedures (EOPs) are a tool for use by nuclear power plant 
operators in responding to emergency transients. They provide a systematic approach to 
diagnose and recover from an accident situation. There are forty-four procedures in the 
set ofEOPs for a Westinghouse pressurized water reactor. The supervising operator reads 
each step aloud and directs the actions of two subordinate control board operators. During 
these accident conditions the control room crew performs hundreds of steps while 
communicating the status of each step verbally. 
Errors are possible when monitoring and reporting parameters. These can 1) increase the 
time required to mitigate time-dependent accidents, 2) lead to incorrect accident 
diagnosis and procedure performance, and 3) negatively impact the health and safety of 
the pUblic. The goal of this dissertation was to determine if it is possible to develop a 
rule-based EOP aid for the operator. It does not support a specific design; only a method 
of determining if the nuclear plant information system (NPIS) monitors enough 
parameters. 
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The relevance of this work lies in the fact that important information can be missed in the 
hundreds of alarms activated during an accident. An expert system can overcome this 
problem. It can focus the human effort to problem areas. Technological monitoring of 
real-time events can support operator decision-making. 
Nuclear power plants supply approximately 20% ofthe United States electrical power. 
The loss of a power plant from the electrical grid can create a financial burden on the 
utility and its customers. Improvements in diagnosing and resolving problems will 
increase the safety and availability of nuclear power plants. 
Human error is a significant problem in the nuclear power industry. This dissertation 
advances knowledge of computer capabilities and procedure usage by providing an 
alternative method of step verification. The methods developed in this study will reduce 
the cognitive workload on the operator. This will reduce the chance for human error. It 
provides a method generalizable to other power plants and industries. 
Data collected during this dissertation was documented in the development of three 
matrices. The EOP data matrix required a detailed review ofthe EOPs and NPIS 
database. Information in the matrix includes 1) procedure and step number, 2) 
information required to support the step, 3) information available on NPIS, 4) 
information not available, and 5) alternative information available on NPIS. The 
completed matrix was analyzed to ensure the alternative parameters were acceptable. 
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The EOP rules matrix documents the decision support rules to mitigate a large break loss 
of coolant accident (LBLOCA). The accident is a 10,000 gpm RCS loop-A cold leg 
break. No concurrent or subsequent equipment failures were considered. Rules were 
developed for each step of the EOP flow path. The rules incorporated all parameters and 
manual actions required by each step. A simulated accident was conducted on a plant 
specific 4-100p Westinghouse PWR simulator. It is controlled by a Ryan Nuclear 
Industries OpenSim application running Westinghouse models. The simulation was 
conducted for thirty minutes with simultaneous NPIS data collection. The LBLOCA 
simulation was performed twice. An initial performance used hard copies ofthe EOPs 
with control board indicators. The second performance used a hard copy ofthe EOP rules 
and NPIS supplied parameters. Information included in the EOP rules matrix is 1) 
procedure and step number, 2) EOP step rules, 3) NPIS data collected during simulation, 
and 4) parameters not available. 
The final matrix documents parameters not available. This matrix compiles all parameters 
that cannot be determined from NPIS directly or indirectly. The information included is 
parameters not available on NPIS and the effect on the mitigation strategy. 
The parameters not available matrix was independently verified by a NPIS database 
expert. Extensive database searches were conducted to ensure the matrix was correct. The 
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NPIS database expert has twelve years NPIS maintenance experience with the last two as 
the database administrator. 
An independent verification was perfonned on the EOP rules matrix by an EOP 
development expert. This expert has 1) eighteen years nuclear experience, 2) four years 
EOP development experience, 3) membership on the Westinghouse owners group 
procedure subcommittee, and 4) a Nuclear Regulatory Commission Operator License. 
The verification determined that 1) the rules followed the EOP step sequence, 2) the rules 
captured the required data for the specific step, 3) the data sequence was correct for the 
specific step, and 4) the rule set was complete for a LBLOCA. 
This research addressed three distinct questions. The first question states: Are all 
parameters to support perfonnance of the EOPs currently available, if not what are the 
additional parameters that must be monitored? Out of389 required parameters there were 
63 individual parameters that are not directly available on NPIS. Acceptable alternatives 
were available in five cases. A major area of missing data is bus voltage. Mitigation 
strategies are hampered if the status of power for safeguards equipment is unknown. The 
second area of missing data is time measurement. Many EOP actions are dependent on 
time after an event. Calculated values are also lacking on NPIS. These are necessary to 
determine the severity of a problem and subsequent mitigation strategy. 
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The second research goal states: Design a rule-based system to implement a subset of the 
EOPs. A set of rules was developed for a LBLOCA. The rules are designed to: 
• Capture the required data for each step. 
• Capture the manual actions for each step. 
• Follow the EOP step sequence. 
• Follow the data and manual action sequence within the step. 
• Include all the steps necessary to mitigate a LBLOCA. 
The EOPs are suitable for development of decision support rules. Their structure supports 
production rules. 
The third research goal states: Ensure the system is correct and complete by expert 
examination of the system and comparison to simulated data. Simulated data was 
collected from a LBLOCA scenario. The accident scenario was conducted twice. The 
first run used a hard copy EOPs and control board indications. The second run used a 
hard copy of the rules and parameters available on NPIS. Both methods are successful at 
accident mitigation. The central location ofNPIS parameters saved time over the control 
board indications. Even though the operators are trained extensively on using the hard 
copy EOPs, the LBLOCA rules were easy to use. The problem encountered was the lack 
of availability of some parameters on NPIS. Available data was acceptable for use in an 
EOP rule-based system. Development of a rule-based system encompassing all the EOPs 
is a viable concept. Parameters not available on NPIS are the impediment to success. 
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Procedure & Step Information Information 
Alternative Information Not Information 
Number Required Available on NPIS Available on NPIS Available 
Rod Bottom Lights, 
Reactor Trip RTBs Positions, Breakers (RTBs) , RTB Bypass Bkrs RTB Bypass Bkrs, Positions,IR Control Rod Rod Bottom 
E-O, Step 1 Intermediate Neutron Flux, PR Position 
Lights(Acceptable 
Range (IR) Neutron Neutron Flux, Alternative) Flux, Power Range GammaMetrics (PR) Neutron Flux, 
GammaMetrics 
Main Stop Valves, Main Stop Valves 
Auto Stop Positions, Auto Exciter Field Exciter Field 
E-O, Step 2 Bistables, Main Stop Bistables, Voltage Bkr(Acceptable Generator Bkrs, Main Generator Alternative) 
Exciter Field Bkr Bkrs Positions, 
NB01 Voltage, 
NB01/NB02 
E-O, Step 3 Voltage(Unacceptabl NB02 Voltage e Alternative) 
Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) 
Pressure, Steam 
Generator (S/G) 
Pressure, Component Cooling 
Containment 
(CNMT) Pressure, Water (CCW) Heat 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Pressure, S/G 
Exchanger (Hx) 
Pressurizer (PZR) Pressure, CNMT Bypass Valves (EG 
Level, Loss Of Pressure, RCS 
HIS-29/30), Diesel 
E-O, Step 4 Coolant Accident Subcooling, PZR 
Generator (DIG) 
(LOCA) Level, LOCA Room Exhaust 
Sequencer, Sequencer, ESFAS 
Dampers Positions 
Engineered Panel SIS Lights 
(GM HIS-
Safeguard 
9A119A)(Unacceptabl 
Features Actuation 
e Alternatives) 
System (ESFAS) 
Panel Safety 
Injection System 
(SIS) Lights 
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RCS Pressure, S/G RCS Pressure, S/G 
Pressure, CNMT Pressure, CNMT 
E-O, Step 5 Pressure, RCS Pressure, RCS Subcooling, PZR Subcooling, PZR 
Level, Man SI Level, Man SI 
Actuation Actuation 
E-O, Step 6 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Auxiliary 
F eedwater(AFW) AFW Flow, S/G Flow, S/G Level, Level, BIT Inlet and E-O, Step 7 Boron Injection Outlet Valves Tank(BIT) Inlet and Positions Outlet Valves 
Positions 
RCS Cold Leg 
Temperatures, RCS Cold Leg 
Steam Dump Temperatures, 
E-O, Step 8 Valves Positions, Steam Dump 
Atmospheric Relief Valves Positions, 
Valves (ARVs) ARVs Positions 
Positions 
Main Steam 
Isolation MSIVs Positions, C-9(Acceptable E-O, Step 9 Valves(MSIVs) Condenser Vacuum 
Positions, Circ Circ Water Pumps Alternative) 
Water Pumps, C-9 
PZR Power 
Operated Relief PZR PORVs Valves (PORVs) Position, RCS PORV Block Valve 
E-O, Step 10 Position, PORV Pressure, BIT Inlet Power(Unacceptable Block Valve Power, 
RCS Pressure, BIT and Outlet Valve Alternative) 
Inlet and Outlet Position 
Valve Position 
Spray Valves Spray Valves 
E-O, Step 11 Positions, RCS Positions, RCS 
Pressure Pressure 
PZR Safety Valves PZR Safety Valves 
Positions, RCS Positions, RCS 
E-O, Step 12 Pressure, BIT Inlet Pressure, BIT Inlet 
and Outlet Valves and Outlet Valves 
Positions Positions 
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Reactor Coolant 
Pumps (RCPs), 
RCS Pressure, 
Centrifugal RCP Amps, RCS Operator 
E-O, Step 13 Charging Pumps Pressure, CCPs, Controlled(Unaccept (CCPs), Safety SIPs, RCS 
able Alternative) Injection Pumps Cooldown Rate 
(SIPs), Operator 
Controlled RCS 
Cool down Rate 
E-O, SteQ 14 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
S/G Pressure, BIT S/G Pressure, BIT 
E-O, Step 15 Inlet and Outlet Inlet and Outlet 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
Condenser Condenser Radiation, S/G Radiation, S/G Blowdown and 
Sample Radiation, Blowdown and Sample Radiation, Turbine Driven TDAFW Pump E-O, Step 16 (TD) AFW Pump 
Exhaust Radiation, Exhaust Radiation, S/G Steam line S/G Steamline Radiation, BIT Inlet Radiation, BIT Inlet 
and Outlet Valves 
and Outlet Valves Position Position 
S/G Level, BIT S/G Level, BIT 
E-O, Step 17 Inlet and Outlet Inlet and Outlet 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
CNMT Radiation, CNMT Radiation, 
CNMT Pressure, CNMT Pressure, 
E-O, Step 18 CNMT Sump CNMT Sump Level, BIT Inlet and Level, BIT Inlet and 
Outlet Valves Outlet Valves 
Positions Positions 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
AFW Flow, S/G AFW Flow, S/G 
E-O, Step 19 Level, RCS Level, RCS 
Pressure, PZR Pressure, PZR 
Level Level 
E-O, Step 20 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-O, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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Essential Service 
Water (ESW) TO 
AlC Valves ESWTOAIC PZR Master Pressure 
E-O, Step 22 Positions, Valves Positions, Controller Instrument Air Instrument Air Signal(Unacceptable 
Pressure, PZR Pressure Alternative) 
Master Pressure 
Controller Signal 
S/G Level, AFW S/G Level, AFW 
E-O, Step 23 Flow, BIT Inlet and Flow, BIT Inlet and Outlet Valves Outlet Valves 
Positions Positions 
E-O, Step 24 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 16 16 16 16 
Aux Building 
Radiation, CNMT Aux Building 
Sump Levels, Radiation, CNMT 
Residual Heat Sump Levels, RHR 
E-O, Step 25 Removal (RHR) Sump Levels, Sump Levels, Instrument Tunnel 
Instrument Tunnel Sump Level, BIT 
Sump Level, BIT Inlet and Outlet 
Inlet and Outlet Valves Positions 
Valves Positions 
Pressurizer Relief PRT Level, PRT Tank (PRT) Level, E-O, Step 26 PRT Pressure, Pressure, PRT 
PRT Temperature Temperature 
RCS Pressure, BIT RCS Pressure, BIT 
E-O, Step 27 Inlet and Outlet Inlet and Outlet 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
NB01/NB02 NB01/NB02 NB01/NB02 E-O, Step 28 Energized From Breaker Position Voltage(Unacceptabl Offsite Power e Alternative) 
E-O, Step 29 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
NB01/NB02 NB01/NB02 NB01/NB02 
E-O, Step 30 Energized From Breaker Position, Voltage(Unacceptabl Offsite Power, DIG 
Load DIG Load e Alternative) 
E-O, Step 31 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
PA Bus Voltage, PA Bus Voltage, PB 
E-O, Step 32 PB Bus Voltage, SL Bus Voltage Bus Voltage, PG Bus PG Bus Voltage, Voltage(Unacceptabl 
SL Bus Voltage e Alternative) 
E-O, Step 33 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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S/G Blowdown and S/G Blowdown and 
E-O, Att. A Sample Isolation Sample Isolation 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
Post Accident 
Containment Sample System 
Isolation Signal A CISAValves (PASS) Sump 
E-O, AU. B Sample Valves (EJ (CISA) Valves Positions HV-23, 24, 24, & 26) Positions (Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
Containment Purge 
E-O, AU. C Isolation Signal CPIS Dampers (CPIS) Dampers Positions 
Positions 
Main Steam Line 
E-O, AU. D Isolation Signal MSLlS Valves (MSLlS) Valves Positions 
Positions 
Containment 
E-O, AU. E Isolation Signal B CISB Valves (CIS B) Valves Positions 
Positions 
PASS Sump Sample 
Valves (EJ HV-23, 
24, 24, & 26), Control 
Room Door, CCW 
Hx Bypass Valves 
E-O, AU. F SIS Actuations SIS Actuations (EG HIS-29/30), DIG 
Room Exhaust 
Dampers Positions 
(GM HIS-
9A119A)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternatives) 
ES-01, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-01, Step 2 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 3 3 3 3 
ES-01, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RHR Pumps, RHR Pumps, 
ES-01, Step 4 CCPs, SIPs, RHR CCPs, SIPs, RHR Flow, SIP Flow, Flow, SIP Flow, 
CCP Flow CCP Flow 
ES-01, Step 5 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
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S/G Pressure, 
MSIVs Positions, S/G Pressure, 
ES-01, Step 6 Feedwater Isolation MSIVs Positions, 
Valves (FWIVs) FWIVs Positions 
Positions 
ES-01, Step 7 S/G level, S/G S/G level, S/G Radiation Radiation 
ES-01, Step 8 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Cold leg RCS Cold leg Temperatures, S/G Temperatures, S/G Blowdown(BD) BD CNMT Isolation 
ES-02, Step 1 CNMT Isolation Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
Steam Dump Steam Dump Valves Positions, Valves Position, ARVs Positions ARVs Positions 
ES-02, Step 2 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 9 9 9 9 
RCS Temperature, RCS Temperature, Main Feedpumps MFPs, FWIVs ES-02, Step 3 (MFPs), FWIVs Positions, AFW Positions, AFW Flow, S/G levels Flow, S/G levels 
ES-02, Step 4 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
CCPs, Normal 
ES-02, Step 5 Charging Pump CCPs, NCP 
I{NCP) 
CCPs, CCP 
Discharge To CCPs, CCP Recirc Charging Header Valves Positions, CCP Discharge To Valves Positions, 
CCP Recirc Valves CCP to Regen HX Charging Header 
ES-02, Step 6 Positions, CCP to Isolation Valves Valves Positions (BG 
Regen HX Isolation Positions, Regen 8483A, BG-
Valves Positions, HX to Cold leg 8483C)(Unacceptabl 
Regen HX to Cold Isolation Valves e Alternative) 
leg Isolation Positions 
Valves Positions 
ES-02, Step 7 Charging Flow Charging Flow 
Control Rod Rod Bottom ES-02, Step 8 Rod Bottom lights Position lights(Acceptable Alternative) 
PZR level, PZR level, 
ES-02, Step 9 letdown Isolation letdown Isolation Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
PZR Heaters PZR Heaters 
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letdown Isolation Excess letdown HX 
Valves Positions, Outlet Flow Control 
ES-02, Step 10 Excess letdown letdown Isolation 
Valve Positions (BG 
HX Outlet Flow Valves Positions HC-
Control Valve 123)(Unacceptable 
Positions Alternative) 
ES-02, Step 11 PZR level PZR level 
ES-02, Step 12 PZR Pressure PZR Pressure 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
ES-02, Step 13 PORVs Positions, PORVs Positions, PORV Block PORV Block 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
PZR Pressure, PZR Pressure, 
PZR Spray Valves PZR Spray Valves 
ES-02, Step 14 Positions, Aux Positions, Aux 
Spray Valve Spray Valve 
Position Position 
NB01/NB02 
Energized From 
Offsite NB01/NB02 
Power, CCPs, CCW Breaker Position, NB01/NB02 Voltage, Pumps, Motor CCPs, CCW 
Driven(MD) AFW Pumps, MDAFW 480V Safeguards ES-02, Step 15 Pumps, 480V Pumps, ESW Busses 
Safeguards Pumps, CCW Voltage(Unacceptabl 
Busses, ESW Service loop e Alternatives) 
Pumps, CCW Valves Positions 
Service loop 
Valves Positions 
ES-02, Step 16 PZR Pressure PZR Pressure 
Regen HX to loop Regen HX to loop 
Cold leg Valves Cold leg Valves 
ES-02, Step 17 Positions, letdown Positions, letdown Flow, Aux Spray Flow, Aux Spray 
Valve Position, Valve Position, 
Charging Flow Charging Flow 
ES-02, Step 18 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 23 23 23 23 
ES-02, Step 19 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 32 32 32 32 
ES-02, Step 20 RCPs RCPs 
RCP Power, CCW CCW to RCP Flow, to RCP Flow, #1 #1 Seal DP, #1 Seal DP, #1 Seal RCP 
ES-02, Step 21 leakoff, Seal Seal Leakoff, Seal Power( Unacceptable Injection, VCT Injection, VCT Pressure, Thermal Alternative) Pressure, Thermal Barrier Flow Barrier Flow 
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RCP lift Pump 
RCP lift Pump Running Time, RCP 
ES-02, Step 22 Running Time, Running 
RCP Running Time Time(Unacceptable 
Alternatives) 
IR Neutron Flux, IR Neutron Flux, 
ES-02, Step 23 SR Neutron Flux, SR Neutron Flux, 
GammaMetrics GammaMetrics 
ES-02, Step 24 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg Temperatures, Temperatures, PZR ES-02, Step 25 PZR Pressure, Pressure, PZR PZR Level, S/G Level, S/G Level Level 
ES-02, Step 26 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-02, Step 27 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-02, Step 28 No Data ·No Data No Data No Data 
ES-02, Step 29 RCPs RCPs 
RCS Subcooling, 
S/G Pressure, RCS RCS Subcooling, 
Hot Leg S/G Pressure, RCS 
ES-02, AU. A Temperatures, Hot Leg Core Exit Temperatures, 
Thermocouples CETs, RCS Cold 
(CETs), RCS Cold Leg Temperatures 
Leg Temperatures 
ES-03, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 2 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 3 Shutdown (SID) SID Sequencers Sequencers 
ES-03, Step 4 CCPs CCPs 
ES-03, Step 5 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
CCW Pumps, CCW Pumps, 
ES-03, Step 6 CCW Service Loop ecw Service Loop Supply and Return Supply and Return 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
ecw To and From CCW To and From 
ES-03, Step 7 CNMTValves CNMTValves 
Positions Positions 
CCW From CCW From 
Thermal Barrier Thermal Barrier 
ES-03, Step 8 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
cew Return From CCW Return From 
RCS Valves ReS Valves 
Positions Positions 
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CCP Discharge to 
CCPs, CCP Charging Header 
ES-03, Step 9 Discharge to CCPs Valves Positions (BG Charging Header 8483A, BG-
Valves Positions 8483C)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
ES-03, Step 10 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 11 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 12 CCPs CCPs 
ES-03, Step 13 PZR Level PZR Level 
ES-03, Step 14 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
ES-03, Step 15 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 16 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, PZR Level PZR Level 
CNMT Spray CNMT Spray 
ES-03, Step 17 Pumps, CNMT Pumps, CNMT 
Pressure Pressure 
Excess Letdown HX 
PZR Level, Excess Outlet Flow Control 
ES-03, Step 18 Letdown HX Outlet PZR Level Valve Positions (BG Flow Control Valve HC-
Positions 123)(Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
ES-03, Step 19 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 28 28 28 28 
ES-03, Step 20 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 21 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 30 30 30 30 
ES-03, Step 22 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 23 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 32 32 32 32 
Boric Acid Transfer Boric Acid Transfer Pumps Power, Reactor Makeup Pumps ES-03, Step 24 Reactor Makeup Water Transfer 
Water Transfer Pumps Power(Unacceptable 
Pumps Alternative) 
Volume Control 
ES-03, Step 25 Tank (VCT) Level, VCT Level, VCT VCT Makeup Makeup Valves 
Valves 
MSIVs Positions, MSIVs Positions, 
Condensate Condensate 
ES-03, Step 26 Pumps, Circ Water Pumps, Circ Water 
Pumps, Condenser Pumps, Condenser 
Vacuum Vacuum 
ES-03, Step 27 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 9 9 9 9 
ES-03, Step 28 
ES-03, Step 29 
ES-03, Step 30 
ES-03, Step 31 
ES-03, Step 32 
ES-03, Step 33 
ES-03, Step 34 
ES-03, Step 35 
ES-03, Step 36 
ES-03, Step 37 
ES-03, Step 38 
ES-03, Step 39 
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RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
Temperatures Temperatures 
PG21/PG22 
Voltage, Letdown Letdown Flow, Aux 
Flow, Aux Spray Spray Valve 
Valve Position, Position, Charging 
Charging Flow, Flow, Regen Hx To 
Regen Hx To Loop Loop Cold Leg 
Cold Leg Valves Valves Positions 
Positions 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
23 23 
CCW Flow to RCS, CCW Flow to RCS, 
Seal Injection Flow Seal Injection Flow 
To Each RCP To Each RCP 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
VCT Level, VCT VCT Level, VCT 
Makeup Valves Makeup Valves 
Positions, VCT Positions, VCT 
Outlet Valves Outlet Valves 
Positions, CCW to Positions, CCW to 
Seal Water HX Seal Water HX 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
CCW TO Service CCW TO Service 
Loop Valves Loop Valves 
Positions, Seal Positions, Seal 
Injection Flow To Injection Flow To 
Each RCP Each RCP 
RCP, Reactor 
Vessel Level 
Indication System RCP Amps, RVLlS (RVLlS), 
PG21/PG22 
Voltage 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 23 Step 23 
No Data No Data 
RCSAverage 
Temperature Tavg, PZR 
(Tavg), PZR Pressure, PZR 
Pressure, PZR Level, S/G Level 
Level, S/G Level 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
PZR Level PZR Level 
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PG21/PG22 
Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
23 23 
PG21/PG22 
Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 23 Step 23 
No Data No Data 
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ES-03, Step 40 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, St~p41 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Step 42 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-03, Att. A Same as ES-02 Same as ES-02 Same as ES-02 AU. Same as ES-02 AU. Att.A AU. A A A 
ES-04, Step 1 RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg Temperatures TempElratures 
ES-04, Step 2 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
ES-04, Step 3 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 St~22 Step 22 Step 22 
ES-04, Ste~ 4 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-04, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-04, Step 6 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
Control Rod Drive CRDM Fans ES-04, Step 7 Mechanism Running (CRDM) Fans 
ES-04, Step 8 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-04, Step 9 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
Letdown CNMT Letdown CNMT lsol 
Isol Valves Valves Positions, 
Positions, Letdown Letdown Orifice 
ES-04, Step 10 Orifice Isol Valves lsol Valves 
Positions, RCS to Positions, RCS to 
Regen HX Valves Regen HX Valves 
Positions Positions 
Letdown Flow, Letdown Flow, 
Regen HX to Loop Regen HX to Loop 
Cold Legs Valves Cold Legs Valves 
ES-04, Step 11 Positions, RCS Positions, RCS Pressure, Aux Pressure, Aux 
Spray Valve Spray Valve 
Position, Charging Position, Charging 
Flow Flow 
ES-04, Step 12 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
PZR Level, RCS PZR Level, RCS 
ES-04, Step 13 Cooldown Rate, Cool down Rate, RCS RCS 
T emperature/Press Temperature/Press 
ure Curve ure Curve 
CETs, RCS Hot CETs, RCS Hot 
ES-04, Step 14 Leg TempElratures, Leg Temperatures, 
RCS Subcooling RCS Subcooling 
ES-04, Step 15 Letdown Flow Letdown Flow 
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ES-04, Step 16 CRDM Fans, RCS CRDM Fans, RCS Subcooiing Subcooling 
ES-04, Step 17 PZR Level, RVUS, PZR Level, RVUS, 
ES-04, Step 18 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-04, Step 19 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-04, Step 20 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
ES-04, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg 
ES-04, Step 22 Temperature, RCS Temperature, RCS 
Pressure, NCP Pressure, NCP 
ES-04, Step 23 RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg Temperature Temperature 
RCS Hot Leg 
Temperatures, RCS Hot Leg 
RCS Pressure, Temperatures, 
ES-04, Step 24 Refueling Water RCS Pressure, 
Storage Tank RWST Switchover 
(RWST) Signal 
Switch over Signal 
ES-04, Step 25 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 16 Step 16 Step 16 Step 16 
ES-04, Step 26 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Temperature, RCS Temperature, 
ES-04, Step 27 CRDM Fans, CRDM Fans, 
RVUS RVUS 
ES-04, Step 28 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-04, Att. A PZR Level PZR Level 
ES-04, Att. B Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, AU. AU. A AU. A Att. A A 
ES-05, Step 1 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 
ES-05, Step 2 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
ES-05, Step 3 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, PZR Level PZR Level 
ES-05, Step 4 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
ES-05, Step 5 PZR Level PZR Level 
ES-05, Step 6 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
ES-05, Step 7 Letdown Flow, Aux Letdown Flow, Aux Spray Valve Spray Valve 
Position Position 
ES-05, Step 8 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
ES-05, Step 9 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-05, Step 10 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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ES-05, Step 11 Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, 
Same as ES-05, 
Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step_7 
PZR level, PG21/22 ES-05, Step 12 PZR level Voltage(Unacceptabl PG21/22 Voltage 
e Alternative) 
ES-05, Step 13 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
ES-05, Step 14 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-05, Step 15 RCS Hot leg RCS Hot leg Temperatures Temperatures 
ES-05, Step 16 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-05, Step 17 Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
ES-05, Step 18 Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Step 12 Step 12 Step_12 Step_12 
ES-05, Step 19 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step22 
ES-05, Step 20 RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold leg Temperatures Temperatures 
ES-05, Step 21 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 23 Step 23 SteQ23 Step_23 
ES-05, Step 22 Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step_8 
ES-05, Step 23 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-05, Step 24 Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Step 7 Step 7 SteQ7 Step 7 
ES-05, Step 25 Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Same as ES-05, Step 12 Step 12 Ste~ 12 Step 12 
ES-05, Step 26 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
ES-05, Step 27 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-05, Step 28 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-05, Step 29 RCS Temperature, RCS Temperature, CRDM Fans CRDM Fans 
ES-05 Step 30 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Regen HX to loop Regen HX to loop 
ES-05, AU. A Cold legs Valves Cold legs Valves 
Positions Positions 
ES-06, Step 1 RVUS RVUS 
ES-06, Step 2 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 
ES-06, Step 3 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 
ES-06, Step 4 RVUS RVUS 
ES-06, Step 5 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
ES-06, Step 6 PZR level PZR level 
ES-06, Step 7 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 
ES-06, Step 8 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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ES-06, Step 9 PZR level PZR level 
ES-06, Step 1O RVUS RVUS 
ES-06, Step 11 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-06, Step 12 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-06, Step 13 Rcs Pressure Rcs Pressure 
ES-06, Step 14 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-06, Step 15 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
ES-06, Step 16 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 23 Step 23 SteQ23 Step 23 
ES-06, Step 17 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Ste~24 Step 24 
ES-06, Step 18 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-06, Step 19 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RVUS, RCS RVUS,RCS 
ES-06, Step 20 Temperature, Temperature, 
CRDM Fans CRDM Fans 
ES-06, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-1, Step 1 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 13 13 13 13 
E-1, Step 2 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 15 15 15 15 
E-1, Step 3 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 23 23 23 23 
E-1, Step 4 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-1, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
S/G Sampling S/G Sampling Valves Position, Valves Position, Instrument Air SIS 
E-1, Step 6 Pressure, ESW to Instrument Air lOCA Sequencer Reset(Acceptable Pressure, ESW to Reset Air Compressor NCValves Alternative) (NC) Valves Position Position, SIS Reset 
E-1, Step 7 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 16 16 16 16 
E-1, Step 8 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 10 10 10 10 
E-1, Step 9 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
E-1, Step 10 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 19 19 19 19 
E-1, Step 11 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 
E-1, Step 12 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 27 27 27 27 
E-1, Step 13 RCS Pressure, S/G RCS Pressure, S/G Pressure Pressure 
E-1, Step 14 
E-1, Step 15 
E-1, Step 16 
E-1, Step 17 
E-1, Step 18 
E-1, Step 19 
E-1, Step 20 
E-1, Step 21 
E-1, Step 22 
E-1, Step 23 
E-1, Step 24 
E-1, Step 25 
E-1, Step 26 
E-1, Step 27 
E-1, Step 28 
E-1, Step 29 
E-1, Step 30 
E-1, Step 31 
E-1, Step 32 
E-1, Step 33 
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Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
28 28 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
30 30 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
32 32 
CCW To Radwaste 
Supply/Return CCW To Radwaste Valves Positions, Supply/Return CCW Pumps, Valves Positions, Local Isolation CCW Pumps Valves on CCW 
Train Positions 
No Data No Data 
SIS Component SIS Component 
Status Status 
Aux Building Aux Building 
Radiation Radiation 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
RHR Pumps, RHR RHR Pumps, RHR 
Flow Flow 
RWST Level RWST Level 
RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
Temperatures Temperatures 
RCS Pressure, S/G RCS Pressure, S/G Pressure, Dose 
Projections Pressure 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 26 Step 26 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Hydrogen (H2) H2 Analyzers, H2 Analyzers, H2 Concentration Concentration 
Time Since SIS 
Actuation 
71 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
28 28 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
30 30 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
32 32 
Local Isolation 
Valves on CCW 
Train Positions (EG-
V413,414,415,& 
416)(Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
No Data No Data 
CCW Hx Bypass 
Valves (EG HIS-
29/30), DIG Room 
Exhaust Dampers 
Positions (GM HIS-
9A119A)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternatives) 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Dose 
Projections(Unaccept 
able Alternative) 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 26 Step 26 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Time Since SIS 
ActuationUnacceptab 
Ie Alternative) 
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Time Since SIS Time Since SIS E-1, Step 34 Actuation(Unaccepta Actuation ble Alternative) 
E-1, Step 35 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RWSTtoRHR 
Pump NB Valves RWST to RHR Pump 
Bkrs, RHR Pump NB Valves Bkrs, 
NB Bkrs, CTMT CCW Pumps Bkrs, CTMT Recirc Sump Recirc Sump to to RHR Pump NB E-1, Att. A RHR PumpNB RHR PumpNB Valves Bkrs, CCW 
Valves Bkrs, CCW Bkrs to RHR HX Valves 
to RHR HX Valves Bkrs(Unacceptable 
Bkrs, CCW Pumps Alternatives) 
Bkrs 
SI PumpNB SI PumpNB Discharge to Cold Discharge to Cold Leg Valves 
Positions, SI Pump Leg Valves 
NB Discharge to Positions, SI Pump Power Lockout 
Hot Leg Valves NB Discharge to Switches (EM HIS-Hot Leg Valves Positions, RHR Hot Positions, RHR Hot 8802AA, EM HIS-
E-1, Att. B Leg Isolation Leg Isolation 8802BA, EJ HIS-Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 8809AA, EJ HIS-Power Lockout RHRto 8809BA, EM HIS-Switches, RHR to Accumulator 8835A)(Unacceptabl Accumulator Injection Valves e Alternatives) Injection Valves Positions, RHR Hot Positions, RHR Hot Leg Recirc Valve Leg Recirc Valve Position Position 
ES-11, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 2 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 3 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
ES-11, Step 4 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 28 28 28 28 
ES-11, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 6 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 30 30 30 
ES-11, Step 7 No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 8 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 32 32 32 
ES-11, Step 9 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 27 27 27 
ES-11, Step 10 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 23 23 23 
ES-11, Step 11 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 26 Step 26 Step 26 
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ES-11, Step 12 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
ES-11, Step 13 RHR Flow RHR Flow 
ES-11, Step 14 RCS Subcooling RCS Subcoolil}9 
SI Pumps, BIT SI Pumps, BIT 
ES-11, Step 15 Isolation Valves Isolation Valves Positions, RHR Positions, RHR 
Pumps Pumps 
ES-11, Step 16 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 17 PZR Level, RCPs PZR Level, RCPs 
RCPs, RCS RCP Amps, RCS 
ES-11, Step 18 Subcooling, PZR Subcooling, PZR 
Level Level 
ES-11, Step 19 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
ES-11, Step 20 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
CCPs, SI Pumps, CCPs, SI Pumps, 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
ES-11, Step 21 PZR Level, RCPs, PZR Level, RCPs, 
RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
Temperature Temperature 
ES-11, Step 22 Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
ES-11, Step 23 Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
ES-11, Step 24 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
ES-11, Step 25 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
ES-11, Step 26 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
ES-11, Step 27 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
ES-11, Step 28 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 29 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 30 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
ES-11, Step 31 RHR Flow, RHR RHR Flow, RHR Pumps Pumps 
RCPs, RVLlS, PG21/22 ES-11, Step 32 RCPs, RVLlS Voltage(Unacceptabl PG21/22 Voltage 
e Alternatives) 
ES-11, Step 33 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
ES-11, Step 34 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
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RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, RCPs, PG21/22 PG21/22 
ES-11, Step 35 Voltage, Regen HX RCPs, Regen HX Voltage(Unacceptabl 
to Loop Cold Legs to Loop Cold Legs e Alternatives) 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
ES-11, SteQ 36 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 37 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 38 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, PZR Level PZR Level 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
ES-11, Step 39 PZR Level, RCS PZR Level, RCS Hot Leg Hot Leg 
Temperature Temperature 
ES-11, Step 40 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, Step 41 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 
ES-11, Step 42 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
ES-11, Step 43 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 
ES-11, Step 44 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCPs, #1 Seal DP, RCPs, #1 Seal DP, 
ES-11, Step 45 #1 Seal Leakoff #1 Seal Leakoff 
Flow Flow 
ES-11, Step 46 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
ES-11, Step 47 H2 Analyzers, H2 H2 Analyzers, H2 Concentration Concentration 
ES-11, Step 48 Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step 32 32 32 32 
ES-11, Step 49 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
ES-11, Step 50 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-11, AU. A Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, AU. AU. A AU. A AU. A A 
Instrument Air To 
CTMT Isolation Instrument Air To Valve Position, SI CTMT Isolation Pumps, CCPs, Valve Position, SI CCP Discharge to CCP Discharge to Pumps, CCPs, Charging Header 
ES-11, AU. B Charging Header Regen HX to Loop Valves Positions (BG Valves Positions, Cold Legs Valves 8483A, BG-Regen HX to Loop Positions, PZR 8483C)(Unacceptabl Cold Legs Valves Level, RCS e Alternative) Positions, PZR Subcooling, Level, RCS 
Subcooling, 
ES-12, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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CCW Pumps, CCW Pumps, 
ES-12, Step 2 CCWtoRHRHX CCWto RHR HX 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
CCW From Spent CCW From Spent 
ES-12, Step 3 Fuel Pool HX Fuel Pool HX 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc 
SumpToRHR Sump To RHR 
Pump Valves Pump Valves 
Positions, RWST Positions, RWST 
ES-12, Step 4 To RHR Pump To RHR Pump 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
Hot Leg to RHR Hot Leg to RHR 
Pump Valve Pump Valve 
Position Position 
ES-12, Step 5 Same as ES-12, Same as ES-12, Same as ES-12, Same as ES-12, Step 4 Step 4 St~4 St~4 
ES-12, Step 6 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-12, Step 7 RHR Pumps RHR Pum~s 
SI Pump Flow, SI SI Pump Flow, SI 
ES-12, Step 8 Pump Miniflow Pump Miniflow 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
ES-12, Step 9 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-12, Step 10 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-12, Step 11 CNMT Spray CNMT Spray Pumps Pumps 
CNMT Spray CNMT Spray 
Pumps, RWST Pumps, RWST 
ES-12, Step 12 Level, RWST to Level, RWST to 
RHR Pump Valves RHR Pump Valves 
Positions Positions 
ES-12, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Spay Additive Tank Spay Additive Tank Level, Containment 
ES-12, Step 14 Spray (CS) Level, CS Additive 
Additive Supply Supply Valves 
Valves Positions Positions 
CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc 
Sump To RHR SumpToRHR 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
RHR Pumps, RHR Pumps, 
RWSTtoRHR RWSTto RHR 
ES-12, Step 15 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
SI Pump Miniflow SI Pump Miniflow 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
RHR Discharge to RHR Discharge to 
SI/CCP Valves SIICCP Valves 
Positions Positions 
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ES-12, Step 16 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, RVUS, RCPs RVUS, RCPs 
ES-12, Step 17 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Time Since CCW Time Since CCW Isolation to Fuel Spent Fuel Pool Isolation to Fuel Pool ES-12, Step 18 Pool HX, Spent 
Fuel Pool Cooling Cooling Pump HX(Unacceptable 
Pump Alternative) 
ES-12, Step 19 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-13, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-13, Step 2 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-13, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-13, Step 4 RHRFlow RHRFlow 
ES-13, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-13, Step 6 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-13, Step 7 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-13, Step 8 SI Pump Flow SI Pump Flow 
ES-13, Step 9 Same as ES-12, Same as ES-12, Same as ES-12, Same as ES-12, Step 16 Step 16 Step 16 Step 16 
ES-13, Step 10 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
MSIVs Positions, MSIVs Positions, 
MSIV Bypass MSIV Bypass 
E-2, Step 1 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, Main Steamline Main Steamline 
Drain Valves Drain Valves 
Positions Positions 
Steam on 2000 ft Steam on 2000 ft E-2, Step 2 Elevation Elevation(Unaccepta ble Alternative) 
E-2, Step 3 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
E-2, Step 4 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
E-2, Step 5 S/G ARVs S/G ARVs Positions Positions 
MF Reg Valves MF Reg Valves 
Positions, MF Reg Positions, MF Reg 
Bypass Valves Bypass Valves 
E-2, Step 6 Positions, MFIVs Positions, MFIVs 
Positions, MF Positions, MF 
Chern Injection Chern Injection 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
S/G Blowdown S/G Blowdown 
Isolation Valves Isolation Valves 
E-2, Step 7 Positions, S/G Positions, S/G 
Sample Isolation Sample Isolation 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
E-2, Step 8 
E-2, Step 9 
E-2, Step 10 
E-2, Step 11 
E-2, Step 12 
E-2, Step 13 
E-3, Step 1 
E-3, Step 2 
E-3, Step 3 
E-3, Step 4 
E-3, Step 5 
E-3, Step 6 
E-3, Step 7 
E-3, Step 8 
E-3, Step 9 
E-3, Step 10 
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CST to AFP 
Suction Header 
Pressure 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Step 13 Step 13 
RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
Tem~erature Temperature 
S/G Sampling S/G Sampling 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
SIS Reset, SIS Reset, 
Instrument Air Instrument Air 
Header Pressure, Header Pressure, 
ESWToAiC ESWToAiC 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
Condenser Condenser 
Radiation, S/G Radiation, S/G 
Blowdown and Blowdown and 
Sample Radiation, Sample Radiation, 
TDAFW Pump TDAFW Pump 
Exhaust Radiation, Exhaust Radiation, 
S/G Steamline S/G Steamline 
Radiation, S/G Radiation, S/G 
Level Level 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
13 13 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
22 22 
S/G Level, TO S/G Level, TO 
AFWPump AFWPump 
Exhaust Radiation, Exhaust Radiation, 
S/G Steam line S/G Steam line 
Radiation Radiation 
ARVs Setpoint, ARVs Positions ARVs Positions 
Same as E-2, Step Same as E-2, Step 
7 7 
MSIV Bypass MSIV Bypass 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
S/G Level S/G Level 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Step 13 Step 13 
77 
CST to AFP Suction 
Header 
Pressure(Unacceptab 
Ie Alternative) 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Step 13 Step 13 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
13 13 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
22 22 
ARVs 
Setpoint(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
Same as E-2, Step Same as E-2, Step 7 7 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Step 13 Step 13 
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PZR Safety PZR Safety Valves, E-3, Step 11 Valves, RCS RCS Pressure Pressure 
E-3, Step 12 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
E-3, Step 13 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 23 23 23 23 
E-3, Step 14 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 28 28 28 28 
E-3, Step 15 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 27 27 27 27 
E-3, Step 16 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 9 9 9 9 
MSIVs Positions, MSIVs Positions, 
MSIV Bypass MSIV Bypass 
E-3, Step 17 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, Main Steamline Main Steamline 
Drain Valves Drain Valves 
Positions Positions 
E-3, Step 18 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
E-3, Step 19 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
S/G Pressure, Target Steam Dump 
Target Steam Setpoint, Target S/G 
E-3, Step 20 Dump Setpoint, S/G Pressure Pressure, Target Target S/G CET 
Pressure, Target Temperature(Unacce 
CET Temperature Iptable Alternative) 
E-3, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
CETs, RCS Hot 
Leg Temperatures, CETs, RCS Hot Target RCS 
E-3, Step 22 Steam Dump Leg Temperatures, Temperature(Unacce Valves Positions, Steam Dump 
Target RCS Valves Positions ptable Alternative) 
Temperature 
E-3, Step 23 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
E-3, Step 24 RCS Subcooling RCS Subcooling 
RCP, PZR Spray RCP Amps, PZR E-3, Step 25 Valves Positions, Spray Valves Positions, 
E-3, Step 26 PORV Block PORV Block Valves Positions Valves Positions 
E-3, Step 27 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 28 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
E-3, Step 29 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 30 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
AFW Flow, S/G AFW Flow, S/G 
E-3, Step 31 Level, RCS Level, RCS 
Pressure, PZR Pressure, PZR 
Level Level 
E-3, Step 32 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 33 CCPs, NCP CCPs, NCP 
E-3, Step 34 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
E-3, Step 35 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
E-3, Step 36 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
E-3, Step 37 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
E-3, Step 38 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 39 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 40 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
E-3, Step 41 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 42 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, PZR Level PZR Level 
E-3, Step 43 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 44 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
E-3, Step 45 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 18 Step 18 Step 18 Step 18 
E-3, Step 46 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 
E-3, Step 47 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 
E-3, Step 48 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 30 30 30 30 
E-3, Step 49 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 50 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 32 32 32 32 
E-3, Step 51 PZR Level, S/G PZR Level, S/G Level Level 
RCS 
Depressurization Letdown Flow, Required by Step Regen HX to Cold RCS 51, Letdown Flow, Leg Valves Depressurization E-3, Step 52 Regen HX to Cold Positions, PORV Required by Step Leg Valves Block Valves 51 (Unacceptable Positions, PORV Positions Alternative) Block Valves 
Positions 
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Aux Boiler Makeup 
Aux Boiler Makeup Aligned to DI Water 
E-3, Step 53 Aligned to DI (AN-V038, AP-
Water V030)(Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
PG21/22 
E-3, Step 54 PG21/22 Voltage Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
E-3, Step 55 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 
E-3, Step 56 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
E-3, Step 57 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 
E-3, Step 58 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
E-3, Step 59 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
E-3, Step 60 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 
E-3, Step 61 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Step 62 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Main Turbine Stop 
Valves Positions, Main Turbine Stop 
MFW Pumps, Valves Positions, Aux Steam 
E-3, AU. A Steam Dump MFW Pumps, Pressure(Unacceptab 
Valves Positions, Steam Dump Ie Alternative) 
Aux Steam Valves Positions 
Pressure, 
E-3, Att. B No Data No Data No Data No Data 
E-3, Att. C Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Att. Att. A Att. A Att. A A 
SI Pumps, 
Instrument Air 
Supply to CNMT SI Pumps, CCP Discharge to Isolation Valve Instrument Air 
Position, CCPs, Supply to CNMT Charging Header 
E-3, Att. D CCP Discharge to Isolation Valve Valves Positions (BG 
Charging Header Position, Regen HX 8483A, BG-8483C)(Unacceptabl Valves Positions, to Cold Leg Valves 
e Alternative) Regen HX to Cold Positions, 
Leg Valves 
Positions, 
PG21 122 
ES-31 , Step 1 PG21/22 Voltage Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
ES-31, Step 2 RCS Subcooiing, RCS Subcooling, PZR Level PZR Level 
ES-31, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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ES-31 , Step 4 SG Level SG Level 
ES-31 , Step 5 RHR Flow to Loops RHR Flow to Loops 
ES-31, Step 6 S/G Level S/G Level 
ES-31, Step 7 PZR Level PZR Level 
RCP, Letdown RCP, Letdown 
Flow, Regen HX to Flow, Regen HX to 
Cold Leg Valves Cold Leg Valves 
ES-31, Step 8 Positions, Aux Positions, Aux 
Spray Valve Spray Valve 
Position, Charging Position, Charging 
Flow Flow 
PG21/22 
ES-31, Step 9 PG21/22 Voltage Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
ES-31, Step 10 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-31, Step 11 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
ES-31 , Step 12 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 
ES-31 , Step 13 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
ES-31, Step 14 RCP, #1 Seal DP, RCP, #1 Seal DP, #1 Seal Leakoff #1 Seal Leakoff 
ES-31 , Step 15 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperature Temperature 
ES-31, Step 16 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
PG21/22 
ES-32, Step 1 PG21/22 Voltage Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
ES-32, Step 2 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 
ES-32, Step 3 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 3 Step 3 Step 3 Step 3 
ES-32, Step 4 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 4 Step 4 Step 4 Step 4 
ES-32, Step 5 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 5 Step 5 Step 5 Step 5 
ES-32, Step 6 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
ES-32, Step 7 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
ES-32, Step 8 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
ES-32, Step 9 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 
ES-32 , Step 10 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
ES-32, Step 11 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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ES-32, Step 12 SG Level SG Level 
ES-32, Step 13 PZR Level PZR Level 
RCP, PG21/22 RCP, Regen HX to PG21/22 Voltage, Regen HX ES-32, Step 14 to Cold Leg Valves Cold Leg Valves Voltage(Unacceptabl 
Positions Positions e Alternative) 
ES-32, Step 15 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-32, Step 16 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 
ES-32, Step 17 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
ES-32, Step 18 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
ES-32, Step 19 RHR Flow to Loops RHR Flow to Loops 
ES-32, Step 20 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperature Temperature 
ES-32, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-33, Step 1 S/G Level S/G Level 
Offsite Dose Offsite Dose ES-33, Step 2 Projection(Unaccepta Projection ble Alternative) 
ES-33, Step 3 Same as ES-32, Same as ES-32, Same as ES-32, Same as ES-32, Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 
ES-33, Step 4 Same as ES-32, Same as ES-32, Same as ES-32, Same as ES-32, Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 
ES-33, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-33, Step 6 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 4 Step 4 Step 4 Step 4 
ES-33, Step 7 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-33, Step 8 Same as E-3, Step Same as E-3, Step Same as E-3, Step Same as E-3, Step 51 51 51 51 
ES-33, Step 9 Same as E-3, Step Same as E-3, Step Same as E-3, Step Same as E-3, Step 52 52 52 52 
ES-33, Step 10 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
ES-33, Step 11 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 
ES-33, Step 12 Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 
ES-33, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-33, Step 14 Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
ES-33, Step 15 Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Step 13 Step 13 Step 13 Step 13 
ES-33, Step 16 Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 
ES-33, Step 17 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ES-33, Step 18 Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Same as ES-31 , Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 
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ES-33, Step 19 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
ES-33, Step 20 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
ES-33, Step 21 Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Step 19 Step 19 Step 19 Step 19 
ES-33, Step 22 Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Step 20 Step 20 Step 20 Step 20 
ES-33, Step 23 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 1 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 1 1 1 1 
C-O, Step 2 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 2 2 2 2 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
PORVs Positions, PORVs Positions, 
RCS Letdown To RCS Letdown To 
Regen HX Valves Regen HX Valves 
C-O, Step 3 Positions, RCS To Positions, RCS To Excess Letdown Excess Letdown 
HXValves HXValves 
positions, Reactor positions, Reactor 
Vessel Head Vent Vessel Head Vent 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
AFWFlow, TD AFWFlow, TD 
C-O, Step 4 AFW Pump, TD AFWPump, TD AFW Pump Control AFW Pump Control 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
Emergency Seal MFP Emergency 
Oil Pump, MFP Lube Oil Pumps, 
Emergency Lube Emergency Seal Main Turbine C-O, Step 5 Oil Pumps, Main Emergency Bearing 
Turbine Oil Pump Oil 
Emergency Pump(Unacceptable 
Bearing Oil Pump Alternative) 
C-O, Step 6 NB01/NB02 Bus NB01/NB02 Bus Lockout Lockout 
C-O, Step 7 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
NB01/NB02 NB01/NB02 C-O, Step 8 Voltage(Unacceptabl Voltage 
e Alternative) 
C-O, Step 9 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 3 3 3 3 
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NB01 Voltage, ESWTo UHS ESWTo UHS Valve Position, Valve Position, SW/ESW Xconn SW/ESW Xconn Valve Position, Valve Position, ESWToSW ESWTo SW Valves Positions, NB01 
C-O, Step 10 Valves Positions, ESWTo/From Voltage(Unacceptabl ESWTo/From 
CNMT Coolers CNMT Coolers e Alternative} 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, ESWTo/From ESWTo/From CCW Hx Valves CCW Hx Valves Positions, ESW Positions, ESW 
Pump Pump 
NB02 Voltage, ESWTo UHS ESWTo UHS Valve Position, Valve Position, SW/ESW Xconn SW/ESW Xconn Valve Position, Valve Position, ESWToSW ESWToSW Valves Positions, NB02 Valves Positions, C-O, Step 11 ESWTo/From ESWTo/From Voltage(Unacceptabl 
CNMT Coolers CNMT Coolers e Alternative) 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, ESWTo/From ESWTo/From CCW Hx Valves CCW Hx Valves Positions, ESW Positions, ESW 
Pump Pump 
C-O, Step 12 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 14 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 15 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 16 Sl2 Voltage Sl2 VoltClge 
C-O, Step 17 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 18 SI Acc Outlet SI Acc Outlet Valves Positions Valves Positions 
C-O, Step 19 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 20 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 21 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. F, F, Step F1 F, Step F1 F, StepF1 SteRF1 
C-O, Step 22 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. A Same As E-O, Att. A A A 
C-O, Step 23 S/G Pressure, S/G Pressure, ARVs Positions ARVs Positions 
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S/G Level, S/G Level, Condenser Air 
Disch Radiation, Condenser Air ARV C-O, Step 24 S/G Bldn/Sample Disch Radiation, Setpoint(Unacceptabl 
Radiation, ARV S/G Bldn/Sample e Alternative) 
Setpoint Radiation 
S/G Level, ARV ARV C-O, Step 25 S/G Level Setpoint(Unacceptabl Setpoint 
e Alternativ~ 
C-O, Step 26 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
CST to AFP Suction 
CSTtoAFP Header Pressure, 
C-O, Step 27 Suction Header Diesel Fire Pump Pressure, Diesel (KC-
Fire Pump 008){Unacceptable 
Alternative~ 
C-O, Step 28 S/G Level S/G Level 
IR Startup Rate, IR Startup Rate, SR Startup C-O, Step 29 SR Startup Rate, GammaMetrics Rate{Unacceptable GammaMetrics Alternative~ 
S/G Pressure, S/G S/G Pressure, S/G 
C-O, Step 30 Level, RCS Cold Level, RCS Cold 
Leg Temperatures Leg Temperatures 
LOCA Sequencer SIS C-O, Step 31 SIS Actuated Actuated(Acceptable Actuated AlternativC:& 
C-O, Step 32 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 33 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 34 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. C Same As E-O, Att. C C C 
CNMT Pressure, CNMT Pressure, 
C-O, Step 35 ESW CNMT Isol ESW CNMT lsol , 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
C-O, Step 36 CETs CETs 
C-O, Step 37 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Diesel Fire Pump 
C-O, Step 38 Diesel Fire Pump (KC-008)(Unacceptable 
Alternativ~ 
C-O, Step 39 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 3 3 3 3 
C-O, Step 40 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-O, Step 41 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
c-o, Step 42 
C-O, Step 43 
C-O, Step 44 
C-O, Step 45 
C-O, Step 46 
C-O, Step 47 
C-O, Step 48 
C-O, AU. A 
C-O, Att. B 
C-O, Att. C 
C-O, Att. D 
C-O, AU. E 
CS-01, Step 1 
CS-01, Step 2 
CS-01, Step 3 
CS-01, Step 4 
CS-01, Step 5 
CS-01, Step 6 
CS-01, Step 7 
CS-01, Step 8 
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ESW Pump, 480 V 
Safeguards Buses, 
Battery Chargers, 
120 V Inverters, ESW Pumps 
Fuel Pool Cooling, 
Emergency 
Lighting 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As C-O, Step Same As C-O, Step 
10 10 
Same As C-O, Step Same As C-O, Step 
11 11 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
PZR Level, ECCS PZR Level, ECCS 
SI Alignment SI Alignment 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
RCP Seal Water RCP Seal Water 
Supply Valves Supply Valves 
Positions Positions 
CCW Pumps, CCW Pumps, 
CCW Rtn From CCW Rtn From 
RCS CNMT Isol RCS CNMT Isol 
Valve Position Valve Position 
CSIA CSIA 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
CCW Hx Byp 
Valves Positions 
CCW Service Loop CCW Service Loop 
Sply/Rtn Valves Sply/Rtn Valves 
Positions Positions 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 7 Step 7 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 24 Step 24 
86 
480 V Safeguards 
Buses, Battery 
Chargers, 120 V 
Inverters, Fuel Pool 
Cooling, Emergency 
Lighting(Unacceptabl 
e Alternatives) 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As C-O, Step Same As C-O, Step 
10 10 
Same As C-O, Step Same As C-O, Step 
11 11 
CCW Hx Bypass 
Valves (EG HIS-
29/30), DIG Room 
Exhaust Dampers 
Positions (GM HIS-
9A119A)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternatives) 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
CCW Hx Bypass 
Valves (EG HIS-
29/30)(Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 7 Step 7 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 24 Step 24 
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veT level, VeT veT level, VeT 
eS-01, Step 9 Outlet Valves Outlet Valves 
Positions Positions 
eS-01, Step 10 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
eS-01, Step 11 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
eS-01, Step 12 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
eS-01, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
eS-01, Step 14 ReS Subcooling, Res Subcooling, PZR level PZR level 
eS-01, Step 15 PZR level PZR level 
eS-01, Step 16 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 23 24 25 26 
eS-01, Step 11 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
eS-01, Step 18 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
NB01/NB02 NB01/NB02 NB01/NB02 Breaker NB01/NB02 
eS-01, Step 19 Energized By Energized By Position Voltage(Unacceptabl Offsite Power Offsite Power e Alternative) 
eS-01, Step 20 eew Pump, eew eew Pump, eew Seal Hx Flow Seal Hx Flow 
eS-01, Step 21 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 18 Step 18 Step 18 Step 18 
eS-01, Step 22 PZR level PZR level 
eS-01, Step 23 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 29 Step 30 Step 31 Step 32 
eS-01, Step 24 Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, AU. AU. A AU. A AU. A A 
eS-01, Step 25 Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Step 23 Step 24 Step 25 Step 26 
eS-01, Step 26 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
ReS Tavg, PZR Res Tavg, PZR 
eS-01, Step 27 Pressure, PZR Pressure, PZR 
level, S/G level level, S/G level 
eS-01, Step 28 ReS Subcooling, Res Subcooling, PZR level PZR level 
eS-01, Step 29 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
eS-01, Step 30 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
eS-01, AU. A No Data No Data No Data No Data 
NB01/NB02 
Voltage, CST To eSTToMDAFW NB01/NB02 Voltage, 
eS-01, Att. B MDAFWPump Pump Valves CST Suction Valves Positions, Positions, AFW Pressure(Unacceptab 
AFW Flow, CST Flow Ie Alternatives) 
Suction Pressure 
eS-02, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RWST level, RWST level, 
eS-02, Step 2 eNMT Recirc eNMT Recirc 
Sump level Sump level 
eS-02, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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CCW Pumps, CCW Pumps, CCW Rtn Fron CS-02, Step 4 RCSValve CCW Rtn Fron 
Position RCS Valve Position 
CS-02, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
CCPs, BIT Flow, CCPs, BIT Flow, 
RCP Seal Water RCP Seal Water 
CS-02, Step 6 SplyValves Sply Valves Positions, CCP Positions, CCP 
Recirc Valves Recirc Valves 
Positions Positions 
CS-02, Step 7 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 23 24 25 26 
CS-02, Step 8 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. F, F, Step F2 F, StepF3 F, Step F4 Step F5 
CS-02, Step 9 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. C Same As E-O, AU. C C C 
CNMT Pressure, CNMT Pressure, 
CS-02, Step 10 ESFAS CISB ESFAS CISB 
Lights Lights 
RWST Level, RWST Level, 
RWSTTo CNMT RWSTToCNMT 
Spray Pump Spray Pump 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
CS-02, Step 11 CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc Sump Level, Sump Level, 
CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc 
SumpToCNMT Sump To CNMT 
Spray Pump Spray Pump 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
CNMT Pressure, 
Spray Additive 
Tank (SAT) Level, CNMT Pressure, 
Spray Additive SAT Level, Spray 
Valves Positions, Additive Valves 
CS-02, Step 12 CNMT Spray Positions, CNMT 
Pumps Disch Spray Pumps Disch 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
Containment Spray CSAS 
Actuation Signal 
(CSAS) 
CS-02, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
CS-02, Step 14 No Data 
INo Data 
No Data No Data 
CS-02, Step 15 No Data No Data No Data 
CS-02, Att. A SI Alignment SI Alignment 
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CCW Hx Bypass 
Valves (EG HIS-
29/30), DIG Room 
CS-02, Att. B ECCS Alignment ECCS Alignment Exhaust Dampers 
Positions (GM HIS-
9N19A)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternatives) 
CS-02, Att. C Same As CS-01, Same As CS-01, Same As CS-01 , Same As CS-01, Att. Att. B Att. B AU. B B 
CS-02, AU. D Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. B Same As E-O, AU. B B B 
CS-02, Att. E Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. C Same As E-O, AU. C C C 
CS-02, AU. F Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. E Same As E-O, AU. E E E 
CS-02, Att. G No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 2 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RWST Level, Reactor Makeup Boric Acid Transfer Reactor MU Water 
C-11, Step 3 Pumps, Boric Acid Water Transfer Pumps 
Transfer Pumps Pumps, RWST Power(Unacceptable 
Power Level Alternative) 
C-11, Step 4 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
C-11, Step 5 Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step 24 24 24 24 
C-11, Step 6 Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step 23 23 23 23 
C-11, Step 7 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 26 Step 27 Step 28 Step 29 
C-11, St~8 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
C-11, Step 9 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 1 0 CNMT Fan Coolers CNMT Fan Coolers 
C-11, Step 11 RWST Level RWST Level 
RWSTToCNMT RWSTToCNMT 
Spray Pump Spray Pump 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
Recire Sump To Reeire Sump To 
CNMT Spray CNMT Spray 
C-11, Step 12 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
RWST Level, RWST Level, 
CNMT Pressure, CNMT Pressure, 
CNMT Fan CNMT Fan 
Coolers, CNMT Coolers, CNMT 
Spray Pumps S~ra~Pumps 
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CNMT Spray CNMT Spray 
C-11, Step 13 Pumps, Recirc Pumps, Recirc 
Sump Level Sump Level 
C-11, Step 14 ECCS Pumps ECCS Pumps Injection Flow Injection Flow 
BIT Inlet Valves BIT Inlet Valves 
Positions, SI Pump Positions, SI Pump 
C-11, Step 15 Disch Valves Disch Valves Positions, RHR Hx Positions, RHR Hx 
Flow Control Flow Control 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
CCPs, SI Pumps, CCPs, SI Pumps, 
C-11, Step 16 RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
RHR Pumps RHR Pumps 
C-11, Step 17 CCPs, NCP CCPs, NCP 
CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc 
Sump To RHR Sump To RHR 
C-11, Step 18 Valves Positons, Valves Positons, RWSTTo RHR RWSTToRHR 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
RHR Pumps RHR Pumps 
C-11, Step 19 RCPs, RCS RCPs, RCS Subcooling Subcooling 
C-11, Step 20 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
C-11, Step 21 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
C-11, Step 22 RCPs, RVUS, RCS RCPs, RVUS, RCS Subcooling Subcooling 
C-11, Step 23 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 24 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 23 24 25 
C-11, Step 25 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 26 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
C-11, Step 27 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
C-11, Step 28 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
C-11, Step 29 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
C-11, Step 30 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 
C-11, Step 31 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 
C-11, Step 32 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
C-11, Step 33 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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C-11, Step 34 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
C-11, Step 35 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 
RCPs, RVUS, RCS RCPs, RVUS, RCS 
C-11, Step 36 Hot Leg Hot Leg Temperatures, Temperatures, 
CETs CETs 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
C-11, Step 37 RCPs, Regen Hx RCPs, Regen Hx To Loop Cold Leg To Loop Cold Leg 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
C-11, Step 38 PZR Level, RCS PZR Level, RCS Subcooling Subcooling 
C-11, Step 39 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 25 Step 26 Step 27 
C-11, Step 40 Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step 27 28 29 30 
C-11, Step 41 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 45 Step 46 Step 47 Step 48 
C-11, Step 42 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
C-11, Step 43 RWST Level RWST Level 
C-11, Step 44 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 45 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 46 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
C-11, Step 47 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 
C-11, Step 48 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 49 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 50 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 23 24 25 
C-11, Step 51 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
C-11, Step 52 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 
C-11, Step 53 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 
C-11, Step 54 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
C-11, Step 55 Same As C-11, Same As C-11 , Same As C-11, Same As C-11, Step Step 36 Step 36 Step 36 36 
CCP Suction Fron CCP Suction Fron Diesel Fire Pump RWSTValves 
C-11, Step 56 Positions, RWST RWSTValves (KC-
Level, Diesel Fire Positions, RWST 008)(Unacceptable 
Pump Level Alternative) 
C-11, Step 57 S/G Pressures S/G Pressures 
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C-11, Step 58 RVUS, RCPs RVUS, RCPs 
RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
C-11, Step 59 Temperatures, Temperatures, 
CETs CETs 
C-11, Step 60 S/G Pressures S/G Pressures 
C-11, Step 61 Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step 27 27 27 27 
C-11, Step 62 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 45 Step 45 Step 45 Step 45 
C-11, Step 63 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Step 64 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
C-11, Step 65 RHR Flow to Loops RHR Flow to Loops 
C-11, Step 66 CNMT H2 Cone, CNMT H2 Cone, H2Analyzer H2 Analyzer 
C-11, Step 67 Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step 32 32 32 32 
C-11, Step 68 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-11, Alt. A Cold Leg Reeire Cold Leg Reeire Valve Alignment Valve Alignment 
S/G Pressure, ARV S/G Pressure, ARV 
Position, MSIVs Position, MSIVs 
Positions, MSIV Positions, MSIV 
Byp Valves Byp Valves 
Positions, Main Positions, Main 
Steamline Drain Steamline Drain 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
FW Reg Valves FW Reg Valves 
C-11, Alt. B Positions, FW Reg Positions, FW Reg Byp Valves Byp Valves 
Positions, FWIVs Positions, FWIVs 
Positions, FW Positions, FW 
Chem Inj Valves Chem Inj Valves 
Positions, S/G Positions, S/G Bldw 
Bldw CNMT lsol CNMT Isol Valves 
Valves Positions, Positions, S/G 
S/G Sample Sample Valves 
Valves Positions Positions 
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RWSTToCCP 
Valves Positions, RWSTToCCP 
RWSTToSI Valves Positions, 
Pumps Valves RWSTToSI 
Positions, RWST Pumps Valves 
To RHR Pumps Positions, RWST 
Valves Positions, To RHR Pumps Time Since Reactor 
C-11, Att. C Time Since Valves Positions, Trip(Unacceptable Reactor Trip, BIT BIT Inlet Valves 
Inlet Valves Positions, BIT Alternative) 
Positions, BIT Outlet Valves 
Outlet Valves Positions, BIT 
Positions, BIT Flow, RCS 
Flow, RCS Pressure, ECCS 
Pressure, ECCS Flow 
Flow 
C-12, Step 1 No Data 
RHR Hl Recirc RHR Hl Recirc 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
SI Pump Disch To Sf Pump Disch To 
C-12, Step 2 Hl Valves Hl Valves 
Positions, Sf Test Positions, Sf Test 
line CNMT lsol line CNMT Isol 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
letdown CNMT letdown CNMT Isol Isol Valves Valves Positions, Positions, RCS To RCS To Excess Excess letdown letdown Hx Valves Hx Valves Positions, Charging C-12, Step 3 Positions, Charging CNMT lsol Valves CNMT Isol Valves Positions, Seal Positions, Seal Water Rtn CNMT Water Rtn CNMT Isol Valves Isol Valves Positions Positions 
Hl To RHR Pump Hl To RHR Pump Suction Valves Hl To RHR Pump Suction Valves C-12, Step 4 Positions, Hl To Suction Valves Bkrs(Unacceptable RHR Pump Suction Positions Alternative) Valves Bkrs 
C-12, Step 5 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
C-12, Step 6 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
C-12, Step 7 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
C-12, Step 8 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
MSIVs Positions, MSIVs Positions, 
C-21, Step 1 MSIV Byp Valves MSIV Byp Valves 
Positions Positions 
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ARVs Positions, ARVs Positions, 
C-21 , Step 2 Main Steamline Main Steamline Drain Valves Drain Valves 
Positions Positions 
C-21, Step 3 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 6 6 6 6 
C-21, Step 4 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 7 7 7 7 
RCS Cooldown RCS Cooldown 
C-21 , Step 5 Rate, S/G levels, Rate, S/G levels, RCS Hot leg RCS Hot leg 
Temperatures Tem~eratures 
C-21 , Step 6 Same As E-O. Step Same As E-O. Step Same As E-O. Step Same As E-O. Step 13 13 13 13 
CSTtoAFP CST to AFP Suction Header C-21 , Step 7 Suction Header Pressure(Unacceptab Pressure Ie Alternative) 
C-21 , Step 8 Same As E-O. Step Same As E-O. Step Same As E-O. Step Same As E-O. Step 10 10 10 10 
C-21 , Step 9 Same As E-2. Step Same As E-2. Step Same As E-2. Step Same As E-2. Step 11 11 11 11 
C-21 , Step 10 Same As E-2. Step Same As E-2. Step Same As E-2. Step Same As E-2. Step 12 12 12 12 
C-21, Step 11 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 27 27 27 27 
C-21 , Step 12 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 
C-21 , Step 13 RWST level RWST level 
C-21 , Step 14 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-21 , Step 15 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-21 , Step 16 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
C-21 , Step 17 Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step 27 27 27 27 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
C-21 , Step 18 RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
PZR level PZR level 
C-21, Step 19 Shutdown Shutdown Sequencer Sequencer 
C-21, Step 20 CCPs CCPs 
C-21, Step 21 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
C-21 , Step 22 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
C-21 , Step 23 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
C-21 , Step 24 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
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C-21 , Step 25 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
C-21, Step 26 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 Step 10 
C-21, Step 27 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 
C-21 , Step 28 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
C-21 , Step 29 PZR Level PZR Level 
C-21 , Step 30 SI Pumps, RCS SI Pumps, RCS Pressure Pressure 
C-21 , Step 31 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-21 , Step 32 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, PZR Level PZR Level 
C-21, Step 33 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperature Temperature 
C-21 , Step 34 S/G Level S/G Level 
C-21 , Step 35 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 18 Step 19 Step 20 Step 21 
C-21 , Step 36 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 28 29 30 31 
C-21 , Step 37 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-21, Step 38 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 30 31 32 33 
C-21, Step 39 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-21 , Step 40 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 32 33 34 35 
C-21 , Step 41 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
C-21, Step 42 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 
C-21, Step 43 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 29 Step 29 Step 29 Step 29 
C-21, Step 44 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 
C-21 , Step 45 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
C-21 , Step 46 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 
C-21 , Step 47 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
C-21 , Step 48 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
C-21 , Step 49 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 Step 23 
C-21, Step 50 No Data No Data !;m No Data 
C-21, Step 51 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, eAs ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 38 Step 38 Step 38 Step 38 
C-21 , Step 52 
C-21, Step 53 
C-21 , Step 54 
C-21 , Step 55 
C-21 , Step 56 
C-21, Step 57 
C-21, Step 58 
C-21 , Step 59 
C-21 , Step 60 
C-21 , Step 61 
C-21 , Step 62 
C-21, Step 63 
C-21 , Atl. A 
C-21 , Att. B 
C-21 , AU. C 
C-31 , Step 1 
C-31, Step 2 
C-31, Step 3 
C-31 , Step 4 
C-31, Step 5 
C-31 , Step 6 
C-31, Step 7 
C-31, Step 8 
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Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, 
Step 39 Step 39 
PZR Pressure, PZR Pressure, 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
PZR Level PZR Level 
Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, 
Step 22 Step 22 
RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg 
Temperatures Temperatures 
No Data No Data 
RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
Temperatures Temperatures 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
Letdown Flow, Letdown Flow, 
Regen Hx To Loop Regen Hx To Loop 
Cold leg Valves Cold Leg Valves 
Positions, Aux Positions, Aux 
Spray Valve Spray Valve 
Position Position 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 45 Step 45 
Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, 
Step 24 Step 24 
S/G levels S/G levels 
RCS Hot leg RCS Hot leg 
Temperatures Temperatures 
No Data No Data 
Main Turb Stop 
Valves Positions, Main Turb Stop 
MFW Pumps, Valves Positions, 
Steam Dump MFW Pumps, 
Valves Position, Steam Dump 
Aux Steam Valves Position 
Pressure 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Att. A Att. A 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
28 28 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
30 30 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
32 32 
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Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, 
Step 39 Step 39 
Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, 
Step 22 St~22 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 45 St~45 
Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, 
Step 24 St~24 
No Data No Data 
Aux Steam 
Pressure(Unacceptab 
Ie Alternative) 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, AU. 
Att.A A 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
28 28 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
30 30 
No Data No Data 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
32 32 
C-31 , Step 9 
C-31, Step 10 
C-31 , Step 11 
C-31 , Step 12 
C-31 , Step 13 
C-31, Step 14 
C-31 , Step 15 
C-31, Step 16 
C-31, Step 17 
C-31 , Step 18 
C-31 , Step 19 
C-31 , Step 20 
C-31, Step 21 
C-31 , Step 22 
C-31 , Step 23 
C-31, Step 24 
C-31 , Step 25 
C-31, Step 26 
C-31 , Step 27 
C-31 , Step 28 
C-31, Step 29 
C-31, Step 30 
C-31 , Step 31 
C-31, Step 32 
C-31 , Step 33 
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Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 17 Step 17 
S/G Pressure, S/G S/G Pressure, S/G 
Level Level 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
27 27 
CCW Sply/Rtn To 
Radwaste Isol CCW Sply/Rtn To Valves Positions, Radwaste Isol CCW Pumps, Valves Positions, CCWTrain CCW Pumps Isolation Valves 
Positions 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step 
22 22 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
23 23 
Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, 
Step 26 Step 26 
RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
RHR Flow RHR Flow 
RWST Level, RWST Level, 
CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc 
Sump Level, S/G Sump Level, S/G 
Level Level 
RCS Subcooling RCS Subcooling 
SI Pumps, BIT SI Pumps, BIT 
Flow, RHR Pumps Flow, RHR Pumps 
No Data No Data 
PZR Level, RCPs PZR Level, RCPs 
RCPs, RCS RCPs, RCS 
Subcooling, PZR Subcooling, PZR 
Level Level 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 23 Step 23 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
97 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 17 Step 17 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
27 27 
CCW Train Isolation 
Valves Positions (EG 
V413,414,415,& 
416) (Unacceptable 
Alternatives) 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-1, Step Same As E-1, Step 
22 22 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
23 23 
Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, 
Step 26 Step 26 
No Data No Data 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 23 Step 23 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
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C-31, Step 34 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
C-31, Step 35 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
C-31, Step 36 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
C-31, Step 37 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-31 , Step 38 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-31 , Step 39 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
C-31, Step 40 Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Same as ES-11, Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 
C-31, Step 41 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
C-31 , Step 42 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
C-31 , Step 43 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
C-31 , Step 44 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 35 Step 35 Step 35 Step 35 
C-31, Step 45 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-31 , Step 46 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-31, Step 47 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 38 Step 38 Step 38 Step 38 
C-31, Step 48 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 39 Step 39 Step 39 Step 39 
C-31 , Step 49 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Aux Boiler Makeup 
Aux Boiler MU Aligned to DI Water 
C-31, Step 50 From DI Water (AN-V038, AP-
Valves Positions V030)(Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
C-31, Step 51 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 
C-31 , Step 52 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
C-31, Step 53 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 
C-31 , Step 54 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-31, Step 55 S/G Level S/G Level 
C-31 , Step 56 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 45 Step 45 Step 45 Step 45 
C-31, Step 57 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
C-31, Step 58 Same as E-11, Same as E-11, Same as E-11, Step Same as E-11, Step Step 47 Step 47 47 47 
C-31 , Step 59 Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step 32 32 32 32 
C-31, Step 60 
C-31, Step 61 
C-31, Att. A 
C-31 , AU. B 
C-32, Step 1 
C-32, Step 2 
C-32, Step 3 
C-32, Step 4 
C-32, Step 5 
C-32, Step 6 
C-32, Step 7 
C-32, Step 8 
C-32, Step 9 
C-32, Step 10 
C-32 , Step 11 
C-32, Step 12 
C-32, Step 13 
C-32, Step 14 
C-32, Step 15 
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Same as E-11, Same as E-11, 
Step 49 Step 49 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Att. A Att. A 
SI Pumps, 
Instrument Air 
Supply to CNMT SI Pumps, 
Isolation Valve Instrument Air 
Position, CCPs, Supply to CNMT 
CCP Discharge to Isolation Valve 
Charging Header Position, Regen HX 
Valves Positions, to Cold Leg Valves 
Regen HX to Cold Positions, PZR 
Leg Valves Level, RCS 
Positions, PZR Subcooling 
Level, RCS 
Subcooling 
RWST Level, Boric 
Acid Transfer RWSTLevel, 
Pumps Power, Reactor MU Water 
Reactor MU Water Pumps 
Pumps 
S/G Level S/G Level 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
27 27 
S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
23 23 
Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, 
Step 26 Step 26 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , 
Step 20 Step 20 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , 
Step 23 Step 23 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , 
Step 24 Step 24 
No Data No Data 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , 
Step 26 Step 26 
Same As C~31, Same As C-31 , 
Step 27 Step 27 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
99 
Same as E-11, Step Same as E-11, Step 
49 49 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Att. 
AU. A A 
CCP Discharge to 
Charging Header 
Valves Positions (BG 
8483A, BG-
8483C)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
Boric Acid Transfer 
Pumps 
Power( Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 
27 27 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
23 23 
Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, 
SteQ26 Step 26 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31, Step 
Step 20 20 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , Step 
Step 21 21 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , Step 
Step 23 23 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31, Step 
Step 24 24 
No Data No Data 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31, Step 
Step 26 26 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , Step 
Step 27 27 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
C-32, Step 16 
C-32 , Step 17 
C-32, Step 18 
C-32 , Step 19 
C-32, Step 20 
C-32 , Step 21 
C-32, Step 22 
C-32, Step 23 
C-32, Step 24 
C-32, Step 25 
C-32, Step 26 
C-32, Step 27 
C-32, Step 28 
C-32 , Step 29 
C-32, Step 30 
C-32, Step 31 
C-32, Step 32 
C-32, Step 33 
C-32, SteQ 34 
C-32, SteQ 35 
C-32, Step 36 
C-32 , Step 37 
C-32, SteQ 38 
C-32, Step 39 
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Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 23 Step 23 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 7 Step 7 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 8 Step 8 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 9 Step 9 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 12 Step 12 
RHR Inj Flow, RHR RHR Inj Flow, RHR 
Pumps, RCPs, Pumps, RCPs, 
RVUS RVUS 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 32 Step 32 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
SI Pumps, BIT SI Pumps, BIT 
Inlet/Outlet Valves Inlet/Outlet Valves 
Positions, RCS Positions, RCS 
Pressure Pressure 
No Data No Data 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
RCS Saturation RCS Saturation 
Pressure Pressure 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 35 Step 35 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
Temperatures, Temperatures, 
CETs, RVUS, CETs, RVUS, 
RCPs RCPs 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 39 Step 39 
No Data No Data 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , 
Step 50 Step 50 
100 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 23 Step 23 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 7 Step 7 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 8 Step 8 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 9 Step 9 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, 
Step 12 Step 12 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 32 Step 32 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 21 Step 21 
Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, 
Step 22 Step 22 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 35 Step 35 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 39 Step 39 
No Data No Data 
Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , Step 
Step 50 50 
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C-32 , Step 40 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 
C-32, Step 41 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
C-32, Step 42 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 
C-32, Step 43 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-32, Step 44 S/G level S/G level 
C-32, Step 45 Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, Step 45 Step 45 Step 45 Step 45 
C-32 , Step 46 Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
C-32 , Step 47 Same as E-11, Same as E-11, Same as E-11, Step Same as E-11, Step Step 47 Step 47 47 47 
C-32, Step 48 Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step 32 32 32 32 
C-32, Step 49 Same as E-11, Same as E-11, Same as E-11, Step Same as E-11, Step Step 49 Step 49 49 49 
C-32, Step 50 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-32, Att. A Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Att. AU. A Att. A Att.A A 
C-32, Att. B Same As C-31 , AU. Same As C-31 , AU. Same As C-31 , AU. Same As C-31 , AU. B B B B 
C-33, Step 1 S/G level S/G level 
C-33, Step 2 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
C-33, Step 3 RCPs RCPAmps 
C-33, Step 4 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
C-33, Step 5 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
RCPs, PZR Spray RCP Amps, PZR C-33, Step 6 Spray Valves Valves Positions Positions 
PZR PORV Block PORV Bkrs, PORV 
C-33, Step 7 Valves Positions, PZR PORV Block Block Valves PORV Bkrs, PORV Valves Positions Bkrs(Unacceptable 
Block Valves Bkrs Alternatives) 
SI Pumps, CCPs, CCP Disch To 
NCP, CCP Disch Charging Header Isol 
C-33, Step 8 To Charging SI Pumps, CCPs, Valves Positions ( 
Header Isol Valves NCP BG-8384A, BG-
Positions 8384C)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
C-33, Step 9 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
AppendixB 
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Spray line 
Differential Spray line DT, 
C-33, Step 10 Temperature (DT), Regen Hx To Loop Regen Hx To Loop Cold Leg Valves 
Cold Leg Valves Position 
Position 
C-33, Step 11 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 23 23 23 23 
C-33, Step 12 PZR Level PZR Level 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
C-33, Step 13 AFW Flow, S/G AFW Flow, S/G Level, RCPs, Level, RCPs, 
RVLlS RVLlS 
C-33, Step 14 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-33, Step 15 CCPs CCPs 
C-33, Step 16 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
C-33, Step 17 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
C-33, Step 18 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
C-33, Step 19 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
C-33, Step 20 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-33, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-33, Step 22 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
C-33, Step 23 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, RCPs, RVLlS RCPs, RVLlS 
C-33, Step 24 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-33, Step 25 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 Step 24 
C-33, Step 26 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 18 Step 18 Step 18 Step 18 
C-33, Step 27 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 Step 25 
C-33, Step 28 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-33, Step 29 Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , Same As C-31 , Step Step 50 Step 50 Step 50 50 
C-33, Step 30 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 Step 31 
C-33, Step 31 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
C-33, Step 32 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 Step 33 
C-33, Step 33 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
C-33, Step 34 PZR Spray Valves, PZR Spray Valves, PZR Htrs PZR Htrs 
C-33, Step 35 
C-33, Step 36 
C-33, Step 37 
C-33, Step 38 
C-33, Step 39 
C-33, Step 40 
C-33, Step 41 
C-33, Step 42 
C-33, Step 43 
C-33, Step 44 
C-33, Step 45 
C-33, Step 46 
C-33, Step 47 
C-33, Step 48 
C-33, Step 49 
C-33, Step 50 
C-33, Step 51 
C-33, Step 52 
C-33, Step 53 
F-O, Step 1 
F-O, Step 2 
F-O, Step 3 
F-O, Step 4 
F-O, Step 5 
F-O, Step 6 
F-O, Step 7 
F-O, Figure 1 
F-O, Figure 2 
F-O, Figure 3 
RCS Subcooling, 
RCPs, RVUS 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
RCS Subcooling, 
S/G levels 
Same As ES-04, 
Step 22 
RCS Cold leg 
Temperatures 
RCS Hot leg 
Temperatures 
RCS Pressure 
S/G levels 
RCS Pressure 
Same as ES-04, 
Step 24 
No Data 
RHR Inj Flow 
RCS Subcooling, 
S/G levels 
Same As ES-11, 
Step 45 
Same as E-11, 
Step 49 
No Data 
CNMT Pressure 
CNMT Radiation, 
Integrated Dose 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
PR Neutron Flux, 
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RCS Subcooling, 
RCPs, RVUS 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
RCS Subcooling, 
S/G levels 
Same As ES-04, 
Step 22 
RCS Cold leg 
Temperatures 
RCS Hot leg 
Temperatures 
RCS Pressure 
S/G levels 
RCS Pressure 
Same as ES-04, 
Step 24 
No Data 
RHR Inj Flow 
RCS Subcooling, 
S/G levels 
Same As ES-11, 
Step 45 
Same as E-11, 
Step 49 
No Data 
CNMT Pressure 
CNMT Radiation 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
GammaMetrics,IR PR Neutron Flux, 
Startup Rate, SR GammaMetrics 
Startup Rate 
CETs, RCS CETs, RCS 
Subcooling, RVUS, Subcooling, RVUS, 
RCPs, RCPs, 
S/G level, Total S/G level, Total 
FW Flow, S/G FW Flow, S/G 
Pressure Pressure 
103 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-04, Same As ES-04, 
Step 22 Step 22 
Same as ES-04, Same as ES-04, 
Step 24 Step 24 
No Data No Data 
Same As ES-11, Same As ES-11, 
Step 45 Step 45 
Same as E-11, Step Same as E-11, Step 
49 49 
No Data No Data 
Integrated 
Dose(Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
IR Startup Rate, SR 
Startup 
Rate(Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
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RCS Cold Leg 
Temperature RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg Decrease in Last 
Hour, RCS Cold Temperatures, Temperature F-O, Figure 4 Leg Temperatures, RCS Pressure, Decrease in Last 
RCS Pressure, Pressure/Temperat Hour(Unacceptable 
Pressure/T emperat ure Limit Curve Alternative) 
ure Limit Curve 
CNMT Pressure, CNMT Pressure, 
F-O, Figure 5 CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc Sump Level, Sump Level, 
CNMT Radiation CNMT Radiation 
F-O, Figure 6 PZR Level, RVLlS PZR Level, RVLlS 
FR-S1, Step 1 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 1 1 1 1 
FR-S 1, Step 2 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 2 2 2 2 
MDAFW Pumps, 
TDAFW Pump, 
A TWS Mitigation MDAFW Pumps, NB01/NB02 
FR-S1, Step 3 System Actuation TDAFW Pump, Voltage(Unacceptabl Control (AMSAC), AMSAC, S/G 
NB01/NB02 Levels e Alternative) 
Voltage, S/G 
Levels 
BIT Flow, SI Pump BIT Flow, SI Pump 
FR-S1, Step 4 Flow, RHR Pump Flow, RHR Pump 
Flow Flow 
CCPs, NCP, Boric CCPs, NCP, Boric 
Acid Transfer Acid Transfer 
Pumps, Charging Pumps, Charging 
FR-S1, Step 5 Pump Suction Pump Suction From RWST From RWST 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
VCT Outlet Valves VCT Outlet Valves 
Positions Positions 
Charging CNMT Charging CNMT 
Isol Valves Isol Valves 
FR-S1, Step 6 Positions, Regen Positions, Regen Hx To Cold Leg Hx To Cold Leg 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
BIT Flow BIT Flow 
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Emergency 
Boration Flow, Charging Flow, 
Charging Flow, Charging Pump 
Charging Pump Suction From Emergency Boration 
FR-S1, Step 7 Suction From RWSTValves Flow(Unacceptable 
RWSTValves Positions, VCT Alternative) 
Positions, VCT Outlet Valves 
Outlet Valves Positions 
Positions 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
FR-S1, Step 8 PORVs Positions, PORVs Positions, PORV Block PORV Block 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
FR-S1, Step 9 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. C Same As E-O, AU. C C C 
FR-S1, Step 10 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 4 4 4 4 
FR-S1, Step 11 Reactor Trip, Reactor Trip, Turbine Tri~ Turbine Trip 
FR-S1, Step 12 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 23 23 23 23 
Reactor Makeup Reactor Makeup 
FR-S1, Step 13 Water To Blending Water To Blending 
Tee Valve Position Tee Valve Position 
RCS Hot leg 
Temperature, S/G RCS Hot leg Moderator 
FR-S1, Step 14 Pressure, Temperature, S/G Temperature Moderator Pressure Coefficient(Unaccept Temperature able Alternative) 
Coefficient 
FR-S1, Step 15 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 1 1 1 1 
FR-S1, Step 16 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
FR-S1, Step 17 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 5 5 5 5 
FR-S1, Step 18 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 6 6 6 6 
FR-S1, Step 19 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 7 7 7 7 
RCS Cold leg RCS Cold leg 
FR-S1, Step 20 Temperatures, Temperatures, RCS Hot leg RCS Hot leg 
Temperatures Temperatures 
FR-S1, Step 21 CETs CETs 
PR Neutron Flux, PR Neutron Flux, 
FR-S1, Step 22 IR Neutron Flux, IR Neutron Flux, 
GammaMetrics GammaMetrics 
FR-S1, Step 23 RTBs RTBs 
FR-S1, Step 24 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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FR-S1, Step_25 CRDM Fans CRDM Fans 
FR-S1, Ste~26 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
VCT Outlet Valves Emergency Boration Positions, Boration VCT Outlet Valves Flow, Boric Acid 
FR-S1, Att. A Flow, Emergency Positions, Boration Filter Boration Flow, Flow DP(Unacceptable Boric Acid Filter Alternatives) DP, 
FR-S1, Att. B Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. C Same As E-O, AU. C C C 
IR Neutron Flux, 
SR Neutron Flux, IR Neutron Flux, Post-trip Trace, Time 
FR-S2, Step 1 GammaMetrics, SR Neutron Flux, Since Reactor Post-trip Trace, Trip(Unacceptable 
Time Since GammaMetrics Alternatives) 
Reactor Trip 
SR Neutron Flux, SR Startup FR-S2, Step 2 SR Startup Rate SR Neutron Flux, Rate(Unacceptable Alternative) 
FR-S2, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-S2, Step4 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C1, Step 1 Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. F Same As E-O, AU. F F F 
BIT Flow, SI Pump CCP Disch To 
Flow, RHR Pump BIT Flow, SI Pump Charging Header 1501 
FR-C1, Step 2 Flow, CCPTo Flow, RHR Pump Valves Positions ( 
Charging Hdr 1501 Flow BG-8384A, BG-
Valves Positions 8384C)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
FR-C1, Step 3 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
Acc Tank Outlet Acc Tank Outlet 
FR-C1, Step 4 lsol Valves 1501 Valves 
Positions Positions 
FR-C1, Step 5 CETs CETs 
FR-C1, Step 6 RCPs, RVLlS RCPs, RVLlS 
FR-C1, Step 7 CETs CETs 
FR-C1, Step 8 H2 Analyzers, H2 H2 Analyzers, H2 Concentration Concentration 
FR-C1, Step 9 Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step Same as E-1, Step 32 32 32 32 
FR-C1, Step 10 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 23 23 23 23 
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RCS Pressure, 
PORVs Positions, RCS Pressure, 
PORV Block PORVs Positions, PORV Block Valves 
FR-C1, Step 11 Valves Bkrs, Reactor Vessel Bkrs(Unacceptable 
Reactor Vessel Head Vent Valves Alternative) 
Head Vent Valves Positions 
Positions 
FR-C1, Step 12 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 26 Step 26 Step 26 Step 26 
FR-C1, Step 13 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
S/G Pressure, RCS S/G Pressure, RCS 
FR-C1, Step 14 Hot Leg Hot Leg 
Temperatures Temperatures 
FR-C1, Step 15 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C1, Step 16 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
FR-C1, Step 17 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C1, Step 18 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C1, Step 19 Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1 , Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 
CETs, RCS Hot CETs, RC$ Hot 
FR-C1, Step 20 Leg Temperatures, Leg Temperatures, 
RVUS RVUS 
FR-C1, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C1, Step 22 CETs, S/G Level, CETs, S/G Level, RCPs RCPAmps 
FR-C1, Step 23 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C1, Step 24 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C1, Step 25 CETs CETs 
FR-C1, Step 26 RHR Inj Flow RHR Inj Flow 
FR-C1, Step 27 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
FR-C1, Step 28 Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 
RCPs, CETs, RCS RCP Amps, CETs, 
FR-C1, Step 29 Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures, Temperatures, 
RVUS RVUS 
FR-C1, Step 30 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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VCT Outlet Valves 
Positions, RWST 
To Charging Pump 
Valves Positions, VCT Outlet Valves 
CCPs, ESWTo Positions, RWST 
AlC Valves To Charging Pump CCP Disch To 
Positions, Valves Positions, Charging Header Isol 
Instrument Air CCPs, ESWTo Valves Positions ( 
FR-C1, AU. A Pressure, PZR AlC Valves BG-8384A, BG-Master Pressure Positions, 8384C) , PZR Master 
Controller Signal, Instrument Air Pressure Controller 
Charging Flow, Pressure, Charging Signal(Unacceptable 
CCP Disch To Flow, BIT Flow, Alternatives) 
Charging Hdr Isol NCP, BIT Inlet 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions 
BIT Flow, NCP, 
BIT Inlet Valves 
Positions 
FR-C2, Step 1 Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. F Same As E-O, AU. F F F 
FR-C2, Step 2 BIT Flow, SI Pump BIT Flow, SI Pump Flow Flow 
FR-C2, Step 3 RHR Flow, RCS RHR Flow, RCS Pressure Pressure 
FR-C2, Step 4 Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1 , Same As FR-C1, Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 
FR-C2, Step 5 RCPs RCPs 
FR-C2, Step 6 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step21 Step 21 Step 21 
FR-C2, Step 7 RVlIS, RCPs 
FR-C2, Step 8 RCPs RCPAmps 
FR-C2, Step 9 RVlIS, CETs RVlIS, CETs 
FR-C2, Step 10 Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1 , Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Step 4 Step 4 Step 4 Step 4 
FR-C2, Step 11 S/G Level S/G Level 
FR-C2, Step 12 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 26 Step 26 Step26 Step 26 
FR-C2, Step 13 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
FR-C2, Step 14 S/G Pressures S/G Pressures 
FR-C2, Step 15 RHR Pumps RHR Pumps 
FR-C2, Step 16 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C2, Step 17 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
FR-C2, Step 18 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C2, Step 19 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C2, Step 20 Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 
FR-C2, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C2, Step 22 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
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RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
FR-C2, Step 23 Temperatures, Temperatures, 
RVLlS RVLlS 
FR-C2, Step 24 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-C2, Att. A Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Att. Att. A AU. A AU. A A 
RCS Hot Leg To RCS Hot Leg To 
FR-C3, Step 1 RHRVaives RHRVaives 
Positions Positions 
BIT Flow, SI Pump CCP Disch To 
Flow, RHR Pump BIT Flow, SI Pump Charging Header Isol 
FR-C3, Step 2 Flow, CCPTo Flow, RHR Pump Valves Positions ( Charging Hdr Isol Flow, RCS BG-8384A, BG-
Valves Positions, Pressure 8384C)(Unacceptabl 
RCS Pressure e Alternative) 
FR-C3, Step 3 Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Same As FR-C1, Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 Step 11 
FR-C3, Step 4 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg 
FR-H1, Step 1 Temperatures, Temperatures, 
RWST Switchover RWST Switchover 
Signal Signal 
FR-H1, Step 2 S/G Level, RCS S/G Level, RCS Pressure Pressure 
FR-H1, Step 3 CCPs CCPs 
AFW Flow, CST 
Level, MD AFW 
Pumps, TD AFW AFW Flow, CST 
FR-H1, Step 4 Pump, Steam Level, MD AFW Generator Pumps, TD AFW 
Blowdown Sample Pump, SGBSIS 
Isolation Signal 
(SGBSIS) 
FR-H1, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 6 Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step Same as E-O, Step 9 9 9 9 
Condensate Condensate Header Pumps, High Condensate Pressure, FW Condensate/Feed 
FR-H1, Step 7 Pressure Htr Isol Pumps, High Header Pressure, water Piping Valves Positions, Pressure Htrlsol Turbine Building Intact(Acceptable Condensate/Feed Valves Positions Sump Level Alternative) 
water Piping Intact 
FR-H1, Step 8 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
MFW Pumps, MFW Pumps, 
FR-H1, Step 9 MFW Pumps Disch MFW Pumps Disch Isol Valves Isol Valves 
Positions Positions 
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low Pressure Htrs low Pressure Htrs 
FR-H1, Step 10 Condensate Isol Condensate Isol 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
FR-H1, Step 11 MSIVs Positions MSIVs Positions 
lOCA Sequencer SIS 
FR-H1, Step 12 SIS Reset Reset(Acceptable Reset Alternative) 
FR-H1, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
S/G level, PORVs S/G level, PORVs 
Positions, PRT Positions, PRT 
FR-H1, Step 14 Pressure, PRT Pressure, PRT 
Temperature, PRT Temperature, PRT 
level, CETs level, CETs 
PB04 
FR-H1, Step 15 PB04 Voltage Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
FR-H1, Step 16 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 17 Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 
low Pressure Htrs low Pressure Htrs 
Condensate Isol Condensate Isol 
FR-H1, Step 18 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, low Pressure Htrs low Pressure Htrs 
Byps Valve Byps Valve 
Position Position 
FR-H1, Step 19 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 20 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, 
FR-H1, Step 21 Spray Valves Spray Valves Positions, letdown Positions, letdown 
Flow Flow 
FR-H1, Step 22 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 26 Step 26 Step 26 Step 26 
FR-H1, Step 23 MSIVs Positions MSIVs Positions 
FR-H1, Step 24 CETs, S/G CETs, S/G Pressures Pressures 
FR-H1, Step 25 S/G level, RCS S/G level, RCS Cooldown Rate Cooldown Rate 
FR-H1, Step 26 Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 
FR-H1, Step 27 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 28 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
CCW Hx Bypass 
CCPs, SI Pumps, CCPs, SI Pumps, Valves (EG HIS-
BIT Flow, SI Pump BIT Flow, SI Pump 29/30), DIG Room 
FR-H1, Step 29 Flow, SIS Flow, SIS Exhaust Dampers 
Component Status Component Status Positions (GM HIS-
lights lights 9A119A)(Unacceptabl 
e Alternatives) 
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PORVs Block PORVs Block Valves 
FR-H1, Step 30 Valves Positions, PORVs Block Bkrs(Unacceptable PORVs Block Valves Positions 
Valves Bkrs 
Alternative) 
PORVs Block PORVs Block Fire Pump (KC-
FR-H1, Step 31 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 008)(Unacceptable PORVs Positions, 
Fire Pump PORVs Positions Alternative) 
FR-H1, Step 32 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 33 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 34 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 35 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 36 Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step Same As E-O Step 22 22 22 22 
FR-H1, Step 37 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
CETs, RCS Hot CETs, RCS Hot 
FR-H1, Step 38 Leg Temperatures, Leg Temperatures, 
S/G Levels, S/G Levels, 
FR-H1, Step 39 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
FR-H1, Step 40 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 16 16 16 16 
FR-H1, Step 41 RHR Pumps, RCS RHR Pumps, RCS Pressure Pressure 
FR-H1, Step 42 CNMT Pressure, CNMT Pressure, CSAS, CISB CSAS, CISB 
FR-H1, Step 43 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 Step 17 
FR-H1, Step 44 S/G Level S/G Level 
FR-H1, Step 45 CETs, RCS Hot CETs, RCS Hot LeQ Temperatures Leg Temperatures 
Reactor Vessel Reactor Vessel 
FR-H1, Step 46 Head Vent Valves Head Vent Valves 
Positions Positions 
FR-H1, Step 47 RVLlS, RCS RVLlS, RCS Subcooling Subcooling 
PORVs Positions, PORVs Positions, 
FR-H1, Step 48 PORVs Block PORVs Block 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
FR-H1, Step 49 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 50 Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Same As FR-H1, Step 48 Step 48 Step 48 Step 48 
FR-H1, Step 51 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
FR-H1, Step 52 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
FR-H1, Step 53 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
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FR-H1, Step 54 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
FR-H1, Step 55 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 56 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 57 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
FR-H1, Step 58 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
FR-H1, Step 59 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 27 27 27 27 
FR-H1, Step 60 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Step 61 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H1, Att. A No Data No Data No Data No Data 
MSIVs Positions, MSIVs Positions, 
MSIV Byp Valves MSIV Byp Valves 
Positions, S/G Positions, S/G 
Pressures, ARVs Pressures, ARVs 
Positions, FW Reg Positions, FW Reg 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
FW Reg Byps FW Reg Byps 
FR-H1, AU. B Valves Positions, Valves Positions, FWIVs Positions, FWIVs Positions, 
MFW Chern Inj MFWChem Inj 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
S/G Bldn CNMT S/G Bldn CNMT 
Isol Valves lsol Valves 
Positions, S/G Positions, S/G 
Sample Isol Valves Sample Isol Valves 
Positions Positions 
FR-H1, Att. C Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. A Same As E-O, Att. A A A 
SI Pumps, 
Instrument Air 
Supply to CNMT SI Pumps, CCP Disch To Isolation Valve Instrument Air Charging Header Isol Position, CCPs, Supply to CNMT 
FR-H1, AU. D CCP Discharge to Isolation Valve Valves Positions ( 
Charging Header Position, Regen HX BG-8384A, BG-
Valves Positions, to Cold Leg Valves 8384C)(Unacceptabl 
Regen HX to Cold Positions e Alternative) 
Leg Valves 
Positions 
FR-H2, Step 1 S/G Pressures S/G Pressures 
MFW Pumps, Startup FR-H2, Step 2 MFW Pumps Feedpump(Unaccept Startup Feedpump 
able Alternative) 
FR-H2, Step 3 Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. F Same As E-O, AU. F F F 
FR-H2, Step 4 S/G Levels S/G Levels 
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FR-H2, Step 5 Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Same as ES-03, Step 26 Step 26 Step 26 Step 26 
FR-H2, Step 6 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H2, Step 7 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
FR-H2, Step 8 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H2, Step 9 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
FR-H2, Step 1O No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H2, Step 11 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H3, Step 1 S/G Levels S/G Levels 
FR-H3, Step 2 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. F Same As E-O, AU. F F F 
FR-H3, Step 3 Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. A Same As E-O, Att. A A A 
FR-H3, Step 4 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H3, Step 5 S/G Levels S/G Levels 
FR-H3, Step 6 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H3, Step 7 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 1 1 1 1 
FR-H3, Step 8 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H3, Step 9 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H3, Step 1O Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 11 11 11 11 
FR-H3, Step 11 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 16 16 16 16 
FR-H3, Step 12 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H3, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H4, Step 1 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H4, Step 2 S/G Pressures S/G Pressures 
FR-H4, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H5, Step 1 S/G Levels S/G Levels 
FR-H5, Step 2 S/G Blowdown Isol S/G Blowdown Isol Valves Positions Valves Positions 
FR-H5, Step 3 S/G Pressures SfG Pressures 
FR-H5, Step 4 Feed Flow Feed Flow 
FR-H5, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-H5, Step 6 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 1 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
FR-P1, Step 2 RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
RHR Flow, ARVs RHR Flow, ARVs 
FR-P1, Step 3 Positions, Steam Positions, Steam Dump Valves Dump Valves 
Positions Positions 
FR-P1, Step 4 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
FR-P1, Step 5 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 1 1 1 1 
FR-P1, Step 6 ARVs Positions ARVs Positions 
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FR-P1, Step 7 S/G Pressures S/G Pressures 
PZR PORV Block 
Valves Positions, PZR PORV Block 
PORV Block Valves Positions, PORV Block Valves 
FR-P1, Step 8 Valves Bkrs, RCS RCS Pressure, Bkrs(Unacceptable Pressure, Cold Cold Overpressure Alternative) Overpressure Protection System 
Protection System Armed 
Armed 
PZR Pressure, PZR Pressure, 
Cold Overpressure Cold Overpressure 
FR-P1, Step 9 Protection Armed, Protection Armed, PORVs Positions, PORVs Positions, 
Cold Overpressure Cold Overpressure 
Setpoint Curve Setpoint Curve 
FR-P1, Step 10 SI Pump, BIT Flow, SI Pump, BIT Flow, RHR Pumps RHR Pumps 
FR-P1, Step 11 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, RVUS, RCPs RVLlS, RCPs 
FR-P1, Step 12 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 13 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 14 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
FR-P1, Step 15 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 16 CCPs CCPs 
FR-P1, Step 17 RHR Pumps, RHR Pumps, RWST Level RWST Level 
FR-P1, Step 18 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
FR-P1, Step 19 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
FR-P1, Step 20 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 Step 8 
FR-P1, Step 21 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 22 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 Step 9 
FR-P1, Step 23 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 24 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 25 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 Step 12 
FR-P1, Step 26 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, RVUS, RCPs RVUS, RCPs 
FR-P1, Step 27 RCS Hot Leg RCS Hot Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
PZR Pressure, PZR Pressure, 
FR-P1, Step 28 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
RVUS,RCPs RVLlS, RCPs 
FR-P1, Step 29 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 30 RCS Subcooling RCS Subcooling 
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FR-P1, Step 31 Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Same As ES-32, Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 Step 14 
FR-P1, Step 32 RCS Subcooling RCS Subcooling 
FR-P1, Step 33 PZR Level PZR Level 
FR-P1, Step 34 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, ~~me As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 24 Step 24 tep24 Step 24 
FR-P1, Step 35 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
VCT Makeup VCT Makeup 
FR-P1, Step 36 Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
VCT Level VCT Level 
Excess Letdown HX 
PZR Level, Excess Outlet Flow Control 
FR-P1, Step 37 Letdown HX Outlet PZR Level Valve Positions (BG Flow Control Valve HC-
Positions 123)Unacceptable 
Alternative) 
FR-P1, Step 38 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 29 Step 29 Step 29 Step 29 
FR-P1, Step 39 RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
FR-P1, Step 40 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P1, Step 41 RCPs, RCS RCPs, RCS Subcooling Subcooling 
FR-P1, Step 42 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 Step 21 
FR-P1, Step 43 Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Same as ES-02, Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 Step 22 
FR-P1, Step 44 RCS Cooldown RCS Cooldown Rate Rate 
FR-P1, Step 45 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-P2, Step 1 RCS Cold Leg RCS Cold Leg Temperatures Temperatures 
ARVs Positions, ARVs Positions, 
FR-P2, Step 2 Steam Dump Steam Dump Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
RHR Flow RHR Flow 
FR-P2, Step 3 S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
FR-P2, Step 4 Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step Same As E-2, Step 1 1 1 1 
FR-P2, Step 5 Same As FR-P1, Same As FR-P1, Same As FR-P1, Same As FR-P1, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
FR-P2, Step 6 Same As FR-P1, Same As FR-P1, Same As FR-P1, Same As FR-P1, Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 Step 7 
FR-P2, Step 7 SI Pumps, BIT SI Pumps, BIT Flow Flow 
FR-P2, Step 8 
FR-P2, Step 9 
FR-P2, Step 1O 
FR-Z1, Step 1 
FR-Z1, Step 2 
FR-Z1, Step 3 
FR-Z1, Step 4 
FR-Z1, Step 5 
FR-Z1, Step 6 
FR-Z1, Step 7 
FR-Z1, Step 8 
FR-Z1, Step 9 
FR-Z1, Step 10 
FR-Z1, Step 11 
FR-Z1, Step 12 
FR-Z1, AU. A 
FR-Z1, Att. B 
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RCS Pressure Regen Hx To Loop 
Within Limits Of Cold Leg Valves 
100F/Hr Curve, Positions, RCS 
Regen Hx To Loop Pressure Within 
Cold Leg Valves Limits Of 100F/Hr 
Positions Curve 
RCS Cooldown RCS Cooldown 
Rate Rate 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. 
B B 
Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. 
C C 
CNMT Pressure CNMT Pressure 
RWST Level, RWST Level, 
CSAS Alignment CSAS Alignment 
CNMT Spray CNMT Spray 
Pumps Pumps 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. 
E E 
CNMT Fan CNMT Fan 
Coolers, ESW Coolers, ESW 
To/From CNMT To/From CNMT 
Fan Coolers Fan Coolers Valves 
Valves Positions Positions 
Same As ES-2, Same As ES-2, 
Step 1 Step 1 
S/G Pressure S/G Pressure 
FW Reg Valves FW Reg Valves 
Positions, FW Reg Positions, FW Reg 
Byps Valves Byps Valves 
Positions, FWIVs Positions, FWIVs 
Positions, MFW Positions, MFW 
Chern Inj Valves Chern Inj Valves 
Positions Positions 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. 
B B 
Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. 
A A 
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No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Att. B Same As E-O, AU. B 
Same As E-O, Att. C Same As E-O, AU. C 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, AU. E Same As E-O, AU. E 
Same As ES-2, Same As ES-2, Step 
Step 1 1 
No Data No Data 
Same As E-O, Att. B Same As E-O, AU. B 
Same As E-O, Att. A Same As E-O, AU. A 
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RWSTToCNMT RWSTToCNMT 
Spray Pump Spray Pump 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
CNMT Recirc CNMT Recirc 
Sump To Cnmt Sump To Cnmt 
Spray Pumps Spray Pumps 
FR-Z1, Att. C Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
CNMT Spray CNMT Spray 
Pumps Disch Pumps Disch 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
CNMT Spray CNMT Spray 
Additive Valves Additive Valves 
Positions Positions 
FR-Z1, Att. D Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. E Same As E-O, Att. E E E 
ESW Flow, ESW ESW Flow, ESW 
Pressure, CCW Pressure, CCW 
Surge Tank Level, Surge Tank Level, 
Reactor Makeup Reactor Makeup 
Water Storage Water Storage 
FR-Z2, Step 1 Tank Level, Fire Tank Level, Fire 
Protection CNMT Protection CNMT 
Isol Valve Position, Isol Valve Position, 
Containment Containment 
Cooler Condensate Cooler Condensate 
Collection Levels Collection Levels 
CCW To PASS Isol CCW To PASS Isol 
Valves Positions, Valves Positions, 
FR-Z2, Step 2 CCW To Radwaste CCW To Radwaste 
Supply/Rtn Isol Supply/Rtn Isol 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
FR-Z2, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-Z2, Step 4 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-Z2, Step 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-Z3, Step 1 Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. C Same As E-O, AU. C C C 
FR-Z3, Step 2 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-Z3, Step 3 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-Z3, Step 4 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-Z3, Att. A Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, Att. C Same As E-O, Att. C C C 
FR-11, Step 1 SI Pumps, BIT SI Pumps, BIT 
CCPs, NCP, CCP CCPs, NCP, CCP 
FR-11, Step 2 Recirc Valves Recirc Valves 
Position Position 
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FR-11, Step 3 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
FR-11, Step 4 Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
FR-11, Step 5 Charging Flow Charging Flow 
FR-11, Step 6 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
Charging Flow, Excess letdown HX Outlet Flow Control Excess letdown Valve Positions (BG FR-I1, Step 7 Hx Outlet Flow Charging Flow HC-Control Valve 123)(Unacceptable Position Alternative) 
FR-11, Step 8 letdown Flow letdown Flow 
FR-11, Step 9 Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Same As ES-03, Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 Step 32 
FR-11, Step 10 PZR Pressure PZR Pressure 
FR-11, Step 11 PORVs Positions PORVs Positions 
PG21/PG22 PG21/PG22 FR-11, Step 12 Voltage Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
PZR Spray Valves PZR Spray Valves 
FR-11, Step 13 Positions, Aux Positions, Aux Spray Valve Spray Valve 
Position Position 
FR-I1, Step 14 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
VCT level, VCT Excess letdown HX Outlet Flow Control Pressure, Excess VCT level, VCT Valve Positions (BG FR-11, Step 15 letdown Hx Outlet Pressure HC-Flow Control Valve 123)(Unacceptable Position Alternative) 
FR-11, Step 16 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-11, Step 17 PZR level PZR level 
FR-I1, Step 18 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-12, Step 1 Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Step Step 1 Step 1 Step 1 1 
letdown Orifice letdown Orifice 
Isol Valves Isol Valves 
FR-12, Step 2 Positions, RCS Positions, RCS letdown To Regen letdown To Regen 
HxValves HxValves 
Positions Positions 
FR-12, Step 3 Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Step Step 2 Step 2 Step 2 2 
FR-12, Step 4 Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 22 22 22 22 
FR-12, Step 5 Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 Step 6 
FR-12, Step 6 
FR-12, Step 7 
FR-12, Step 8 
FR-12, Step 9 
FR-12, Step 10 
FR-12, Step 11 
FR-12, Step 12 
FR-13, Step 1 
FR-13, Step 2 
FR-13, Step 3 
FR-13, Step 4 
FR-13, Step 5 
FR-13, Step 6 
FR-13, Step 7 
FR-13, Step 8 
FR-13, Step 9 
FR-13, Step 10 
FR-13, Step 11 . 
FR-13, Step 12 
FR-13, Step 13 
FR-13, Step 14 
FR-13, Step 15 
FR-13, Step 16 
FR-13, Step 17 
FR-13, Step 18 
FR-13, Step 19 
FR-13, Step 20 
FR-13, Step 21 
FR-13, Step 22 
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Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, 
Step 5 Step 5 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
PZR level PZR level 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, 
Step 12 Step 12 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, 
Step 8 Step 8 
No Data No Data 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, 
Step 1 Step 1 
RCPs, RCS RCPs, RCS 
Cooldown Rate Cooldown Rate 
Same As FR-I1, Same As FR-11, 
Step 2 Step 2 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Step 6 Step 6 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, 
Step 5 Step 5 
No Data No Data 
Charging Flow Charging Flow 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, 
Step 8 Step 8 
PZR level, RCS 
Pressure, PZR level, RCS 
PG21/PG22 Pressure, RCS Hot 
Voltage, RCS Hot leg Temperatures 
leg Temperatures 
RCPs RCPs 
RCS Pressure, RCS Pressure, PG21/PG22 
Voltage, RCS RCS Cooldown 
Cooldown Curve Curve 
No Data No Data 
RVUS RVUS 
RCS Subcooling, RCS Subcooling, 
PZR level PZR level 
ES-02, Step 21 ES-02, Step 21 
ES-02, Step 22 ES-02, Step 22 
RVUS, RCPs RVlIS, RCPs 
No Data No Data 
Same As FR-Z2, Same As FR-Z2, 
Step 2 Step 2 
H2 Analyzers, H2 H2 Analyzers, H2 
Concentration Concentration 
No Data No Data 
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Same As FR-11 , Same As FR-11, Step 
Step 5 5 
No Data No Data 
No Data No Data 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Step 
Step 12 12 
Same As FR-I1, Same As FR-11, Step 
Step 8 8 
No Data No Data 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Step 
Step 1 1 
Same As FR-11 , Same As FR-11, Step 
Step 2 2 
Same As E-O, Step Same As E-O, Step 
22 22 
Same As ES-02, Same As ES-02, 
Step 6 Step 6 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Step 
Step 5 5 
No Data No Data 
Same As FR-11, Same As FR-11, Step 
Step 8 8 
PG21/PG22 
Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
PG21/PG22 
Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
No Data No Data 
ES-02, Step 21 ES-02, Step 21 
ES-02, Step 22 ES-02, Step 22 
No Data No Data 
Same As FR-Z2, Same As FR-Z2, 
Step 2 Step 2 
No Data No Data 
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FR-13, Step 23 RCS Pressure RCS Pressure 
FR-13, Step 24 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
PG21/PG22 PG21/PG22 FR-13, Step 25 Voltage Voltage(Unacceptabl 
e Alternative) 
FR-13, Step 26 Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. Same As E-O, Att. C Same As E-O, AU. C C C 
FR-13, Step 27 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-13, Step 28 H2 Cone H2 Cone 
FR-13, Step 29 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-13, Step 30 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
FR-13, Step 31 RVUS, RCPs RVUS, RCPs 
FR-13, Step 32 PZR Level PZR Level 
FR-13, Step 33 No Data No Data No Data No Data 
RCS Pressure, 
PZR Level, PG21/PG22 Voltage, 
PG21/PG22 RCS Pressure, Manual Calculation FR-13, AU. A Voltage, Manual For Determining Void 
Calculation For PZR Level Size(Unacceptable 
Determining Void AlternativeS) 
Size 
FR-13, AU. B Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. Same As E-O, AU. C Same As E-O, AU. C C C 
CNMT Pressure, 
CNMT CNMT Pressure, Manual Calculation Temperature, H2 CNMT Of Venting FR-13, AU. C Cone, Manual Temperature, H2 
Calculation Of Cone, RCS Time(Unacceptable 
Venting Time, RCS Pressure Alternative) 
Pressure 
Regen HX to Cold Regen HX to Cold 
FR-13, AU. D Leg Isolation Leg Isolation 
Valves Positions Valves Positions 
AppendixC 
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Procedure NPIS Data Collected During Parameters & Step EOP Step Rules 
Number Simulated LOCA Not Available 
Verify Reactor Trip 
IF all Rod Bottom Lights are lit AND Reactor Rod Position, Reactor Trip Rod Bottom Trip Breakers are open AND Reactor Trip Breakers Positions, Reactor Lights(Rod 
E-O, Step 1 Bypass Breakers are open AND Trip Bypass Breakers Position Is (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux OR Positions, Intermediate Range Acceptable GammaMetrics is decreasing) Neutron Flux, GammaMetrics Alternative) THEN Manually Transfer NR-45 to 
Intermediate Range AND Go To Step 2. 
Verify Turbine Trip Exciter 
IF (All Main Stop Valves are closed OR Main Stop Valves, Turbine Breaker(Gene 
E-O, Step 2 Turbine Auto Stop Bistable Lights 2/3 lit) Autostop Bistables, Generator rator Field AND Main Generator Breakers open AND Field Voltage, Main Generator Voltage Is 
Exciter Breaker open Breakers Positions Acceptable 
THEN Go To Step 3 Alternative) 
Check AC Emergency Busses at least One NB01/NB02 
E-O, Step 3 Energized Voltage(No IF NB01 OR NB02 Voltage is Normal Acceptable 
THEN Go To Step 4 Alternative) 
Check if Safety Injection is Actuated 
IF Train A lOCA Sequencer is Actuated OR Partial Trip Status Panel SI 
Train B lOCA Sequencer is Actuated OR Red Light Lit, lOCA 
E-O, Step 4 Any ESFAS Status Panel SIS Section White Sequencers Actuated, ESFAS 
Light is Lit OR Partial Trip Status Panel SI Status Panel SIS Section 
Red Light Is Lit White Light Lit 
THEN Go To Step 5 
Check If SI Is Required 
IF SI Was Manually Actuated OR RCS RCS Pressure, S/G Pressure, Pressure is ~ 1830 psig OR Any S/G CNMT Pressure, PZR level, E-O, Ster:> 5 Pressure is ~ 615 psig OR CNMT Pressure is RCS Subcooling, Manual SI ~ 3.5 psig OR RCS Subcooling is < 30 F OR Actuation PZR level is < 6% 
THEN Go To Step 6 
E-O, Step 6 Verify Automatic Actions Using Attachment F No Data 
Verify Feedwater Isolation MFW Regulation Valves 
IF MFW Pumps are Tripped AND MFW Reg Position, MFW Regulation 
Valves are Closed AND MFW Reg Bypass Bypass Valves Position, MFW 
F1 Valves are Closed AND MFWIVs are Closed Chemical Injection Valves 
AND MFW Chemical Injection Valves are Position, SGBSIS Valves 
Closed AND SGBSIS Lights are Lit Position, MFW Pumps, 
THEN Go To F2 MFWIVs Positions 
AppendixC 
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EJ HV-
23,24,25,26 
Verify CNMT Isolation Phase A PASS Sump 
F2 IF CSIA Status Panel Lights are All Lit CSIA Valves Positions Sample 
THEN Go To F3 Valves(No 
Acceptable 
Alternative) 
Verfiy AFW Pumps Running MDAFW Pumps Amps, 
F3 IF MDAFW Pumps are Both Running AND TDAFW Pump Discharge TDAFW Pump Is Running Pressure THEN Go To F4 
Verify ECCS Pumps Running 
IE Both CCPs are Running AND Both SI CCPs Amps, SI Pumps Amps, F4 Pumps are Running AND Both RHR Pumps RHR Pumps Amps 
are Running 
THEN Go To F5 
Verify CCW Alignment 
IF One CCW Pump is Running in Each Train CCW Pumps Amps, CCW 
F5 AND One Pair of CCW Service Supply and Service Loop Supply/Return 
Return Valves are Open Valves Positions 
THEN Go To F6 
Check ESW Pumps Both Running 
F6 IF Both ESW Pumps are Running ESW Pumps Amps 
THEN Go To F7 
Check CNMT Fan Coolers Running in Slow 
Speed 
F7 IF All CNMT Fan Coolers are Running in CNMT Fan Cooler Speed 
Slow Speed 
THEN Go To F8 
Verify CNMT Purge Isolation 
F8 IF All CPIS Status Panel Lights are Lit cprs Dampers Positions 
THEN Go To F9 
Verify Both Trains of Control Room Control Room Ventilation Isolation Door (No F9 IF All CRVIS Status Panel Lights are Lit ~ CRIVIS Dampers Positions 
the Control Room Outer Door is Closed Acceptable 
THEN Go To F10 Alternative) 
Verify Main Steamline Isolation Not Required 
IF CNMT Pressure Has Remained Less Than 
17 psig AND (With Low Steam line Pressure CNMT Pressure, S/G Outlet Not Blocked Steamline Pressure Has 
F10 Remained Above 615 psig OR With Low Pressure, S/G Low Steam line 
Steamline Pressure Blocked Steamlime Pressure SI Block, Steamline 
Pressure Rate Has Remained Less Than 100 Pressure Rate 
psi/50 sec) 
THEN Go To F11 
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Verify CNMT Spray Not Required 
F11 IF CNMT Pressure Has Remained less Than CNMT Pressure, CISB, CSAS 27 psig 
THEN Go To F12 
Verify ECCS Flow 
IF BIT Flow Is Indicated AND RCS Pressure BIT Flow, RCS Pressure, SI F12 is less Than 1700 psig AND SI Flow Is Flow, RHR Flow Indicated 
THEN Go To F13 
Verify AFW Valves Properly Aligned AFW Valves Positions, 
F13 IF AF AS Status Panel lights are lit except MDAFW Pumps Amps, Valves Al HV-9, ii, 5, & 7 TDAFW Pump Discharge 
THEN Go To F14 Pressure 
CCWHx 
Bypass 
Valves (EG 
HIS-29/30), 
Verify SI Valves Properly Aligned DIG Room 
F14 IF SIS Status Panel lights are lit SI Valves Positions Exhaust 
THEN Go To Step 7 Damper (GM 
HIS-
9A119A)(No 
Acceptable 
Alternatives) 
Check Total AFW Flow AFW Flow, SIG level, BIT E-O, Step 7 IF AFW Flow is Greater Than 270,000 Ibm/hr Valves Positions THEN Go To Step 8 
Check RCS Cold leg Temperatures Stable 
IF RCS Cold leg Temperatures are ~ 557 F RCS Cold leg Temperatures, 
E-O, Step 8 On Steam Dump Valves OR RCS Cold leg ARVs Positions, Steam Dump 
Temperatures are ~ 561 F On ARVs Valves Positions 
THEN Go To Step 9 
Establish S/G Pressure Control 
IF C-9 Is lit AND MSIVs are Open AND 
Circulating Water Pumps are Running C-9 THEN Place Steam Header Pressure Control MSIVs Positions, Circulating (Condenser In Manual AND Set Pressure Output to Zero E-O, Step 9 AND Place Steam Dump Selector Switch In Water Pumps, Condenser Vacuum Is 
Steam Pressure Position AND Place Steam Vacuum Acceptable 
Header Pressure Control In Automatic AND Alternative) 
Set To Maintain Existing Header Pressure 
AND Go To Step 10 
Check PZR PORVs PORV Block 
IF PORVs Are Closed AND Power To Block PORV Position, PORV Block Valve 
E-O, Step 10 Valves Is Available AND RCS Pressure Is < Valve Position, RCS Pressure Power(No 
2185 psig BIT Valves Positions Acceptable 
THEN Go To Step 11 Alternative) 
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Check Normal PZR Spray Valves Closed Spray Valve Position, RCS E-O, Step 11 IF Normal PZR Spray Valves are Closed Pressure THEN Go To Step 12 
Check PZR Safety Valves Closed Safety Valve Position, RCS E-O, Step 12 IF PZR Safety Valves Are Closed Pressure, BIT Valves Position 
THEN Go To Step 13 
Check If RCPs Should Be Stopped 
IF Any RCPs Are Running AND RCS Operator Pressure is < 1400 psig AND (One CCP is RCP Amps, RCS Pressure, Controlled(No 
E-O, Step 13 Running OR One SI Pump is Running) AND CCP Amps, SI Pumps Amps, Acceptable 
a Operator Controlled Cooldown is Not in RCS Cooldown Rate Alternative) Progress 
THEN Stop All RCPs AND Go To Step 14 
Direct The Operator To Monitor The Critical 
Safety Function Status Trees 
E-O, Step 14 IF The Operator Has Been Directed To No Data 
Monitor The CSFSTs 
THEN Go To Step 14 
Check If S/Gs Are Not Faulted 
IF No S/G Pressure is Decreasing In An S/G Pressure, BIT Valves E-O, Step 15 Uncontrolled Manner AND No S/G is Position Completely Depressurized 
THEN Go To 16 
Check If S/G Tubes Are Intact 
IF Condenser Air Discharge Radiation Is Condenser Radiation, S/G 
Normal AND S/G Blowdown/Sample Blowdown Radiation, TDAFW 
E-O, Step 16 Radiation is Normal AND TDAFW Pump Exhaust Radiation, S/G Exhaust Radiation is Normal AND Steamline Sample Radiation, BIT Valves 
Radiation is Normal Position, S/G Steamline 
THEN Direct HP To Survey Area 5 AND Go Radiation 
To Step 17 
Check S/G levels Increasing in a Controlled 
Manner 
E-O, Step 17 IF All S/G levels Are Increasing In A S/G level, BIT Valves Position 
Controlled Manner 
THEN Go To Step 18 
Check If RCS Is Intact In CNMT 
IF CNMT Radiation Is Not Normal OR CNMT 
Pressure Is Not Normal OR Cnmt Sump CNMT Radiation, CNMT 
E-O, Step 18 level Is Not Normal Pressure, CNMT Sump level, 
THEN Ensure BIT Valves Are Open AND Go BIT Valves Position 
To E-1, loss Of Reactor Or Secondary 
Coolant 
Check If RCPs Should Be Stopped 
IF Any RCPs Are Running AND RCS Operator Pressure is < 1400 psig AND (One CCP is RCP Amps, RCS Pressure, 
E-1, Step 1 Running OR One SI Pump is Running) AND CCP Amps, SI Pumps Amps, Controlled(No 
a Operator Controlled Cooldown is Not in RCS Cooldown Rate Acceptable 
Progress Alternative) 
THEN Stop All RCPs AND Go To Step 2 
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Check If S/Gs Are Not Faulted 
IF No S/G Pressure is Decreasing In An S/G Pressure, BIT Valves E-1, Step 2 Uncontrolled Manner AND No S/G is Position Completely Depressurized 
THEN Go To 3 
Check Intact S/G levels 
E-1, Step 3 IF Narrow Range level In Any S/G Is> 6% S/G level, AFW Flow, BIT THEN Control Level From 6% to 50% AND Valves Position 
Go To Step 4 
Reset SI 
E-1, Step 4 IF SI Is Reset No Data 
THEN Go To Step 5 
Reset CNMT Isolation Phase A And B 
E-1, Step 5 IF CNMT Phase A Is Reset AND CNMT No Data Phase B Is Reset 
THEN Go To Step 6 
Determine Secondary Radiation levels 
IF S/G Sampling Valves Are Closed AND SI SI Is Reset AND Instrument Air Header S/G Sample Valves Position, Reset(lOCA Pressure Is > 105 psig Instrument Air Pressure, ESW Sequencer E-1, Step 6 THEN Open CCW To Radwaste Valves tlliQ. To Air Compressors Valves Reset Open All S/G Sample Valves AND Direct Position, lOCA Sequencer Acceptable Chemistry To Sample Ali S/Gs For Activity Reset Alternative) AND Direct HP To Survey Area 5 AND Go 
To Step 7 
Check Secondary Radiation Normal Condenser Radiation, S/G IF Condenser Air Discharge Radiation Is Blowdown Radiation, TDAFW Normal AND S/G Blowdown/Sample Exhaust Radiation, S/G E-1, Step 7 Radiation is Normal AND TDAFW Pump Sample Radiation, BIT Valves Exhaust Radiation is Normal AND Steamline 
Radiation is Normal Position, S/G Steam line 
THEN Go To Step 8 Radiation 
Check PORVs And Block Valves PORV Block 
IF Power To Block Valves Is Available AND PORV Position, PORV Block Valve 
E-1, Step 8 PORVs Are Closed AND RCS Pressure Is < Valve Position, RCS Pressure Power(No 
2185 psig BIT Valves Positions Acceptable 
THEN Go To Step 9 Alternative} 
Establish Instrument Air To CNMT 
IF ESW To Air Compressors Valves Are Master PZR 
Open Pressure 
THEN Reset And Close Air Compressors Instrument Air Pressure, ESW Controller 
E-1, Step 9 Breakers AND Check Instrument Air To Air Compressors Valves Output 
Pressure> 105 psig AND Check PZR Master Position Signal(No 
Pressure Controller Output Signal < 50% Acceptable 
AND Open Instrument Air Supply CNMT Alternative) 
Isolation Valve AND Go To Step 10 
Check If ECCS Flow Should Be Reduced 
IF RCS Subcooling Is < 30 F OR RCS AFW Flow, S/G level, RCS 
E-1, Step 10 Pressure Is Not Stable OR RCS Pressure Is Pressure, PZR level, RCS 
Not Increasing OR PZR level Is ~ 6% Subcooling 
THEN Go To Step 11 
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Check If CNMT Spray Should Be Stopped 
IF Any Spray Pumps Are Running AND 
CNMT Pressure Is < 3 psig 
E-1, Step 11 THEN Reset CSAS AND Close Spray CNMT Spray Pumps Amps, Additive Valves AND Wait One Minute AND CNMT Pressure 
Stop CNMT Spray Pumps AND Close Cnmt 
Spray Pumps Discharge Valves AND Go To 
Step 12 
Check If RHR Pumps Should Be Stopped 
IF Any RHR Pumps Are Running AND RHR 
Is Aligned For Injection AND RCS Pressure RCS Pressure, BIT Valves 
E-1, Step 12 Is > 300 psig AND (RCS Pressure Is Stable Position, RHR Pump Amps, OR RCS Pressure Is Increasing) 
THEN Stop RHR Pumps AND Check RCS RHR Flow 
Pressure Above 300 psig During Subsequent 
Actions AND Go To Step 13 
Check RCS And S/G Pressures 
IF (RCS Pressure Is Stable OR RCS 
E-1, Step 13 Pressure Is Decreasing) AND (All S/Gs RCS Pressure, S/G Pressure Pressure Are Stable OR All S/Gs Pressures 
Are Increasing) 
THEN Go To Step 14 
Check If DIGs Should Be Stopped 
IF NB01/NB02 Is Energized By Offsite NB01/NB02 Power Voltage(No E-1, Step 14 THEN Depress Start/Reset Button For NB01/NB02 Breaker Position Acceptable NE01/NE02 AND Depress Stop Button For Alternative) NE01/NE02 AND Place In Standby AND Go 
To Step 15 
Load Equipment On Energized Emergency 
Busses 
Reset BATPs Breakers AND Close BATPs 
E-1, Step 15 Breakers AND Reset Emergency Borate No Data 
Valve Breaker AND Close Emergency Borate 
Valve Breaker 
THEN Go To Step 16 
Restore Power To PZR Backup Heaters 
IF NB01/NB02 Is Energized By Offsite Power NB01/NB02 
E-1, Step 16 THEN Place PZR Backup Heater In Trip NB01/NB02 Breaker Position Voltage(No Position AND Close PG21/PG22 Supply Acceptable 
Breakers AND Place PZR Backup Heaters In Alternative) 
Auto AND Go To Step 17 
Close Non-Class 1 E Battery Charger 
Breakers 
E-1, Step 17 IF Non-Class 1 E Battery Charger Breakers No Data 
Are Closed 
THEN Go To Step 18 
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Check All Non-Class 1 E AC Busses And PAiPB/PG Load Centers Energized By Offsite Power Voltage(No E-1, Step 18 IF All Non-Class 1 E AC Busses And Load SL Voltage 
Centers Are Energized By Offsite Power Acceptable 
THEN Go To Step 19 Alternative) 
Align CCW To Sampling Systems 
IF CCW To Radwaste Supply/Return Valves CCW To Radwaste 
E-1, Step 19 Are Open AND One CCW Pump Is Running Supply/Return Valves Position, In Each Train 
THEN Open CCW To/From PASS AND Go CCW Pumps Amps 
To Step 20 
Place Hydrogen Anayzers In Service 
Place Power Lock-Outs In Non-Iso Position 
AND Open One Inner CNMT Isolation Valve 
E-1, Step 20 AND Open Remaining CNMT Isolation No Data Valves AND Place Controls In Analyze 
Position AND Monitor CNMT Hydrogen 
Concentration 
THEN Go To Step 21 
CCWHx 
Bypass 
Valves (EG 
HIS-29/30), 
Verify Cold Leg Recirculation Capability D/G Room 
E-1, Step 21 IF SIS Status Panel Has No Red Lights Lit SI Valves Positions Exhaust 
THEN Go To Step 22 Damper(GM 
HIS-
9A119A)(No 
Acceptable 
Alternatives) 
Check Fuel/Auxiliary Building Radiation 
Normal 
Shift Fuel/Auxiliary Building Exhaust Sample Auxiliary Building Radiation E-1, Step 22 To Emergency AND Direct HP To Survey 
Fuel/Auxiliary Building IF No Fuel/Auxiliary Monitors 
Building Radiation Monitors Are Alarming 
THEN Go To Step 23 
Obtain Samples 
Direct Chemistry To Obtain Boron Samples 
AND Direct Chemistry To Obtain Activity 
Samples AND Open PASS CNMT 
E-1, Step 23 Atmosphere Valves AND Direct Chemistry No Data To Obtain CNMT Hydrogen Samples AND 
Direct Chemistry To Obtain CNMT Activity 
Samples 
THEN Close PASS CNMT Atmosphere 
Valves AND Go To Step 24 
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Initiate Evaluation Of Plant Status 
E-1, Step 24 Evaluate Plant Equipment AND Start No Data Additional Equipment As Necessary 
THEN Go To Step 25 
Check If RCS Cooldown And 
Depressurization Is Required RCS Pressure, RHR Pumps E-1, Step 25 IF RCS Pressure Is> 300 psig 
THEN Go To ES-11, Post LOCA Cooldown Amps 
And Depressurization. 
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Parameters Not Available 
Parameter Not Available Effect on Mitigation 
Rod Bottom Lights None, Acceptable Alternate 
Exciter Field Bkr (MB HS-2) None, Acceptable Alternate 
NB01/NB02 Voltage 4160 V Safeguards Power 
May Not Be Available 
CCW Hx Bypass Valves (EG Flow May Bypass CCW Hx 
HIS-29/30) Decreasing Cooling To 
Safeguards Equipment 
DIG Room Exhaust Dampers DIG Room Temperatures May 
Positions (GM HIS-9A119A) Effect DIG Operation 
C-9 None, Acceptable Alternate 
PORV Block Valve Inability To Isolate Failed 
Power(NG01 BBR3, PORV 
NG02BDF1) 
Operator Controlled Unnecessary Mitigation Of 
Cool down 
PZR Master Pressure Inadvertent RCS Pressure 
Controller Signal (BB PK- Decrease 
455A) 
PA Bus Voltage Secondary Side Equipment 
Power May Not Be Available 
PB Bus Voltage Secondary Side Equipment 
Power May Not Be Available 
PG Bus Voltage Secondary Side Equipment 
Power May Not Be Available 
PASS Sump Sample Valves Containment Isolation Is Not 
(EJ HV-23, 24, 24, & 26) Assured 
Control Room Door Control Room Isolation Is Not 
Assured 
CCP Discharge To Charging Inability To Align Charging 
Header Valves Positions (BG- Pumps For Normal Charging 
8483A, BG-8483C) 
Excess Letdown HX Outlet Failure Of Excess Letdown 
Flow Control Valve Positions System To Isolate The RCS 
(BG HC-123) 
480V Safeguards Busses 480 V Safeguards Power May 
Voltage (NG01, NG02, NG03, Not Be Available 
NG04) 
RCP Oil Lift Pump Running Damage To RCP Due To Low 
Time (BB HIS-41, 42, 43,& Oil Pressure On Start 
44) 
RCP Running Time (BB HIS- Damage To RCP Due To Low 
37, 38, 39,& 40) Oil Pressure After Start 
Boric Acid Transfer Pumps Boric Acid Not Available For 
Power (NG01, NG02) Reactivity Control 
PG21/PG22 Voltage Power Not Available For 
Pressurizer Pressure Control 
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Parameters Not Available 
SIS Reset (SB HS-42A143A) None, Acceptable Alternate 
local Isolation Valves on CCW Train May Noy Be 
CCW Train Positions (EG- Available For Cooling 
V413, 414, 415, & 416) Safeguards Equipment 
Dose Projections Offsite Dose Rates Unknown 
Time Since SIS Actuation Entry Into Hot leg 
Recirculation Is Based On 
This Time 
RWST to RHR Pump AlB Safeguards Valves May Not 
Valves Bkrs (BN HIS- Be Operable 
8812A18812B) 
CTMT Recirc Sump to RHR Safeguards Valves May Not 
Pump AlB Valves Bkrs (EJ Be Operable 
HIS-8811A18811B) 
CCW to RHR HX Valves Safeguards Valves May Not 
Bkrs (EG HIS-101/102) Be Operable 
Power lockout Switches (EM Limit Ability To Operate 
HIS-8802AA, EM HIS- Associated Valve 
8802BA, EJ HIS-8809AA, EJ 
HIS-8809BA, EM HIS-8835A) 
Time Since CCW Isolation to Increase Temperature Of 
Fuel Pool HX Spent fuel Pool 
Steam on 2000 ft Elevation Steamline Break Area 
Unknown 
CST to AFP Suction Header loss Of AFW Suction 
Pressure (Al PT-37, 38, & 39) 
ARVs Setpoint (AB HS-1, 2, 3, Over Cooling Or Over 
&4) Pressure Of RCS 
Target Steam Dump Setpoint Increase In Time Span Of 
Steam Generator Tube leak 
Target S/G Pressure Increase In Time Span Of 
Steam Generator Tube leak 
Target CET Temperature Increase In Time Span Of 
Steam Generator Tube leak 
Target RCS Temperature Increase In Time Span Of 
Steam Generator Tube leak 
RCS Depressurization Inability To Depressurized 
Required by Step 51 RCS To Ruptured S/G 
Pressure 
Aux Boiler Makeup Aligned to loss Of Auxiliary Steam 
01 Water (AN-V038, AP-V030) Pressure 
Aux Steam Pressure (FB Steam Seals For The Main 
System) Turbine 
MFP Emergency lube Oil Failure Of Turbine lube Oil 
Pumps (FC HS-49/149) System 
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Main Turb Emergency Bearing Failure Of Turbine lube Oil 
Oil Pump (CB HS-3) System 
IR Startup Rate Failure To Determine The 
Reactor Is Shutdown 
SR Startup Rate Failure To Determine The 
Reactor Is Shutdown 
SIS Actuated (SB HS-27/28) None, Acceptable Alternate 
Diesel Fire Pump (KC-008) lack Of Emergency Cooling 
Supply 
Battery Chargers (NK21, 22, Inability To Determine The 
23, & 24), 120 V Inverters Following Equipment loaded 
(NN01, 2, 3, & 4), Fuel Pool Back On Emergency Busses 
Cooling (EC HIS-27/28), After A loss Of All AC Power 
Emergency lighting 
Time Since Reactor Trip Inability To Determine 
Minimum Heat Removal Flow 
Hl To RHR Pump Suction Safeguards Valves May Not 
Vlvs Bkrs (EJ HIS-870iA1B & Be Operable 
BB HIS-8702A1B) 
PORV Bkrs (NK5108 for BB Inability To Restore RCS 
PCV-455A, NK4421 for BB Pressure Control Method 
PCV-456A) 
Integrated Dose Inability To Exit Adverse 
Containment Setpoints 
RCS Cold leg Temperature Inability To Determine If 
Decrease in last Hour Pressurized Thermal Shock Is 
Possible 
Emergency Boration Flow (BG Inability To Determine 
FI-183A) Emergency Addition Of 
Negative Reactivity 
Moderator Temperature Mitigation Method Is Based 
Coefficient On Negative Or Positive MTC 
Determination 
Boric Acid Filter DP loss Of Boric Acid Flow 
Post-trip Trace Inability To Determine Normal 
Decrease In Neutron Flux 
Condensate/Feed water Inability To Determine 
Piping Intact Secondary Available For 
Feedwater Source 
Startup Feedpump (AE HIS- loss Of Secondary Feedwater 
104) Source 
Manual Calculation For Inability To Determine Venting 
Determining Void Size Criteria 
Manual Calculation Of Venting Inability To Vent Voids Fron 
Time RCS 
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